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Abstract 

CelIs respond to stress by activation of the heat shock (hs) response, regulated by the hs 

transcription factor, HSF. in human T-lymphocyte-derived PEER cells, a 90 min hs at 42°C 

results in increased transcription of a set of genes termed hs genes. Parailel anaiysis of 

tmscriptiond changes using both nylon DNA mays and glass-based rnicroanays reveaied 

transcriptional activation of genes previously not known to be hs-inducible. These proposed 

novel hs genes show smailer changes in trmscript levels during hs than the well-characterized 

hs genes. Expression of a constitutively active forrn of HSF at non-hs temperarure (37°C) results 

in a different expression profile: the up-regulation of the known hs transcripts is reduced and 

that of the novel hs transcripts is not obsemed, indicating that the heat itself 1ikeIy pays a role in 

activating full transcriptional activity of HSF. 
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A. The Heat Shock Response: An Overview 

Al1 organisms, when subjected to an increase of temperature above a physiologicaIly 

accepted range, activate a cellular response known as the heat shock (hs) response. The response 

was initiaily observed in Drosophila salivary gland chromosomes when Ritossa noted a novel 

pattern of puffs forming after hs (Ritossa, 1962). Ritossa went on to show the new puffs were 

sites of active transcription (Ritossa, 1964). Further studies dernonstrated that a specific set of 

proteins, known as heat shock proteins (hsps), were synthesized in reaction to hs in Drosophila 

(Tissieres et ai., 1974). These proteins were shown to act collectively to protect the celIs from 

the darnage incurred by the stress and provide transient themotolerance (Parsell and Lindquist, 

1994). Many of the hsps were shown to be rnolecular chaperones and play a role in proper 

protein folding (Parsell and Lindquist, 1994). 

Over the years it became clear this response is well conserved among ail organisms and 

is activated by a variety of stressful conditions (reviewed in Nover, 1991). which include 

chemical stressors such as oxidative agents and physiologicai stresses such as inflammation, 

aging or ischemia. The response involves cornplex reprogramming of cellular activities 

including: 1) preferentiai activation and transcription of a set of genes known as hs genes, 2) 

repression of transcription of some other genes (dernonstrated in some organisms), 3) changes in 

stabiIity of existing RNAs, 4) preferentiai translation of hs mRNAs. 5 )  changes in celIular 

Iocalization of some hs proteins and 6)  changes in cytoskeletal structure (reviewed in Nagao et 

al.. 1990; Nover, 1991; Welch, 1987). Nevenheless, the rnost cornrnonly used indicator of the 

activation of the hs response is the production of the hs gene transcripts and accumulation of 

hsps. These two aspects are the focus of further discussion. 



B. The Heat Shock Proteins and Their Function 

1. Discovery and Cloning of the First Heat Shock Genes 

Following the work of Ritossa, who discovered chat the heat-induced formation of new 

puffs on the polytene chromosomes correlated with RNA synthesis (Ritossa, 1964). other 

research labs demonstrated chat both new mRNAs (Mirault et al., 1978; Moran et al., 1978) and 

new proteins (Tissieres et d., 1974) are synthesized in response to hs in Drosophila. The heat 

shock proteins were originaily identified by labeling pmteins synthesized during hs with "s- 

methionine and detecting the newly produced proteins using gel electrophoresis (Tissieres et al., 

1974) while the hs genes were identified by isolating, cloning and sequencing genes induced 

during hs (reviewed in Lindquist. 1986). The later process involved the isolation of 'H-labeled 

hs mRNA by sedimentation using sucrose gradients. The hs RNA was then fractionated and 

used as probe for in sitli hybridizations on polytene chromosomes to locaiize the hs genes 

(McKenzie et al., 1975; Spradling et ai., 1975). Finaily, probing cDNA and genomic libraries 

with the respective labeled hs mRNAs led to the cloning of the Drosophila hs genes: Hsp70 

(Schedl et ai., 1978), Hsp83, Hsp68 (Holmgren et al., 1979), Hsp22, Hsp23. Hsp26, Hsp27 

(Hultmark et al., 1986; ingolia and Criiig, 1982). The hsp-coding mRNAs were also used to 

express the respective gene products (McKenzie and Meselson, 1977) and to confirm chat the 

protein products represented the same novel proteins as the ones observed in the one- and two- 

dimensionai electrophoresis expenments of protein samples from heat-shocked cells (Buzin and 

Petersen, 1982; Lewis et al.. 1975). 

Although the first hs genes were discovered in Drosophila, the work on the response was 

undertaken in other organisrns as well and soon the homologues of Drosophila hs genes were 

characterized in a variety of organisms (reviewed in Nover. 1991). In these studies novel hent- 

induced genes and proteins were characterized. Among those. three genes first identified in E. 
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coli, GroEL, DnaJ and GroES, turned out to be conserved in many eukaryotes (Neidhardt et ai., 

1984; Nover. 199 1) and were subsequently cloned in a variety of organisms through homology 

screening and cloning. Altogether. this research has Iead to identification of several conserved 

gene families: the Hsp70, Hsp90, Hsp100. Hsp60, Hsp4O and smdl hsp gene families. These 

fitmilies group proteins of sirnilar size and function and are remarkably well conserved across 

species. 

2. He& Shock Protein Families 

a. Hsp70 

The Hsp70 family is the most visibly induced group of hsp genes during the hs response 

(Parsell and Lindquist, 1994) and because of this it is also the best-studied family. Whereas E. 

coli carries a single Hsp70 gene (DnaK), ail eukaryotes have multiple Hsp70 genes (Tavaria et 

ai., 1996). The human Hsp70 Fxnily contains at least 12 different genes. the products of which 

are structurally related, but have different functions, sub-cellular locaiizations and tissue 

specificities (Tavruia et al., 1996). The proteins coded by these genes vary in size h m  66 to 78 

kDri and include, among others, the hs cognate protein hsc70 (also known as hsp73). the 

inducibIe hsp73, glucose-regulated protein (grp78 or EiP) found in endoplasniic reticulum, 

grp75 in the rnitochondriai matrix and microsome-associrited hsp70 (Otterson et ai., 1994; 

Tavaria et al., 1996). Not al1 of the genes encoding these proteins are heat-inducible and ail but 

two cm be detectcd in unstressed cells (Tavaria et al., 1996). 

Al1 hsp70 members have a conserved ATP binding domain and act as molecular 

chaperones by assisting in protein folding, unfolding and disassembly (Tavaria et al., 1996). 

Hsp70 interacts with nascent polypeptides through cycles of ATP binding and hydrolysis (Hartl, 

1996). One role of such binding is to prevent complete folding until the polypeptide is derivered 

to a target cornpartment; another is in the proteolytic cycle of the cell (Hartl, 1996). Hsp7O 
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isoforms act in concert with hsp90 and hsp4O to enhance protein renaturation (Schumacher et 

ai.. 1996). 

The protein product of the major heat-inducible Hsp7O gene. hsp72 (or hsp70-1). can be 

detected in unsrressed human cells (Tavaria et al., 1996) but not in Drosophiln (VeIazquez et al., 

1983). The extent of its induction upon hs varies considerably, rünging from about 5-fold in 

certain human cell lines to over 1000-fold reported in Drosophila (Velazquez et al., 1983), 

however, these values are highly dependent on the initial amount of the transcript present in 

unstressed cells. Two main functions of the hsp72 protein are to repair stress-induced protein 

damage and to confer on cells increased thermotolerance (Craig et al., 1993). 

b. Hsp90 

Members of the Hsp9O family are expressed constitutively in yeast, murine and humm 

cells (Craig et al.. 1993) even though the expression levels v q  between tissues (Itoh ec al., 

1990). The mammalian genes in this family include two highly sirnilx Hsp90 genes (Hsp9Oa 

and Hsp90fl and two glucose related protein (GRP) genes. which code for glycoproceins found 

in the endoplasmic reticulum and golgi apparatus (Welch et ai., 1983). The hsp90 proteins range 

from 82 to 95 kDa and like the hsp70 class are ATPases (Caplan, 1999). Upon hs, the arnount of 

hsp90 protein triples in HeLa cells (Itoh and Tashima, 1991; Welch, 1987). The proposed 

functions of hsp90 proteins include modulation of the activity of steroid receptors (Caplan. 

1999), assisting in folding of specific proteins (such as casein kinase II), stimulating chaperone 

functions of hsp70 and hsp60 (Schumacher et ai., 1996). and negative reguiation of the heat 

shock factor (Ali et ai., 1998). 

c. Hsp6G 

The mammaiian Hsp6O farniiy was identifîed by searching for the horno1ogues of 

bacteriai GroEL protein, which is a well-chacacterized component of the protein folding 
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machinery in prokaryotes (Craig et al., 1993). They are constitutively expressed in d l  cells; 

however, in response to hs both hsp60 mRNA and protein levels increase (Craig et al., 1993). In 

eukaryotes, hsp60 is locaiized primarily in rnitochondria, where it interacts with hsp40 (Dnal), 

hsp70, and hsp 10 to assist in proper refolding of proteins denatured by heat (Frydman and Hartl, 

1994). Especially welI studied is its function in the normal mitochondriai protein folding 

pathway, where hsp60 foms ring-like chaperonin complexes with hsplO that assist in correct 

refolding, assembly, processing of presequences, inuamitochondrial soning, and degradation of 

proteins (Martin, 1997; Nielsen et al., 1999). 

d. HsplOO 

The proteins in the hsplOO class are found in al1 eukaryotic cells (Easton et al.. 2000). 

Expressed both constitutively and under hs, these proteins have been implicated in acquisition of 

thermotolermce (Sanchez et al., 1992). splicing re-initiation after hs (Vogel et al., 1995). 

proteolysis (Leonhardt et al., 1993) and in chaperone functions in complexes with hsp70 (Easton 

it! II! . 3000). HsplOO proteins are R!YI ATPases although the role of ATP hydrolysis in their 

functions has not yet been fully explained (GIover and Lindquist. 1998). In mammais, the 

HsplOO gene family includes HsplOSa: KsplO5,û. H s p l l O  (Yarnagishi et al., 3000) and Irp94 

(Koh et ai., 2000). 

e. Hsp40 

Hsp40, the rnarnrnaiian homologue of bacterial DnaJ, was discovered relatively recently 

(Ohtsuka, 1993) through a homology search with the bacterid D n d  gene. However, foilowing 

the rapid sequencing advances of the recent years over 10 new homoIogous genes have been 

found in mice, human and rat (Ohtsuka and Hata, 2000). The main role of hspJO is the 

stimulation of hsp70 activity (Glover and Lindquist, 1998; Michels et al., 1997). Hsp40 is now 

known to be part of the ubiquitous chaperone complexes containing hsp70, which assist the 
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proper folding and translocation of newly synthesized proteins as well as prevent the premarure 

folding of partially synthesized polypeptides (Bukau and Honvich, 1998). Several differenr 

chaperone complexes involving hsp40 have now been descnbed (Bukau ruid Honvich, 1998; 

Glover and Lindquist, 1998; Gragerov et al., 1992). tn heat-shocked HeLa celIs, hsp40 

translocates to the nucleus and accumulates in the nucleolus where it CO-Iocalizes with hsp70 

(Ohtsuka, 1993). 

J Smalf Hsps 

Four small hsps ranging from 22 to 26 kDa were among the initia1 hsps discovered in 

Drosophila (Tissieres et al., 1974). As hsps were discovered in other organisms, other smdl 

hsps were added to that class, often based on the presence of the highly conserved a-crystaih 

domain (ParseIl and Lindquist, 1994). Most of the small hsps are constitutively expressed and 

only some rire herit-inducible (Arrigo and Landry, 1994). Their roles include ticquisition of 

therrnotolemce by cells. chaperone functions in conjunction with other hsps and regulation of 

actin polarization/depolarization cycle (Bure1 et al., 1992; Joanisse et ai., 1998). Hsp27 was the 

first small hsp identified in marrimais with additiond memben of that family identified and 

characterized just recently (Downs et al., 1999; van den Ussel et al., 1999). 

g. Unclassifid Hsps 

Even before the initial classification of hsps into the six families, it had becorne clear 

that there are other heat-inducible genes, which do not fit into the known hsp classes. Most of 

these genes were reponed only in a particular organism or in a study using a particular inducer 

of the hs response; however, some of them were later observed to be heat-inducible in other 

organisms and ce11 types and were subsequently studied in more detail. This is iIIustrated well 

by the HsplO gene, which was initially discovered in E. coli (Tilly et d., 1983) under the narne 

GroES. As the function of the groES protein was characteized, it became clear the protein is an 
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essentiai partner in a protein folding complex with the chaperonin, GroEL (bacterial equivaient 

of the eukaryotic hsp60) (Fayet et al., 1989; Laminet et ai., 1990). Nevertheless, it took almost a 

decade to identify the mammdian HsplO gene (Hartrnan et al., 1992) as weI1 as to show that its 

mRNA is heat inducible and that the hsplO protein associates with hsp6O in a similar complex 

as in bacteria (Martin, 1997; Nielsen et al., 1999). HsplO could therefore be considered another 

hsp family. 

A similar story occurred in the case of the ubiquitin gene. which was first idenrified as a 

hs gene in a screen for new hs genes in chicken embryo Cibroblasts (Bond and Schlesinger, 

1986; Bond and Schlesinger, 1985). The ubiquitin gene was soon discovered to be heat- 

inducible in Drosophila (Lee et al., 1988) and in hurnan celIs (Fornace et al., 1989). Further 

research has shown that ubiquitin is an integral part of the hs stress response as a critical 

component of the protein degradation prithway because transfer of ubiquitin molecule onto a 

protein is often required to target it for proteolysis (Rechsteiner, 1987). 

The growing list of novel hsp families also includes collagen-binding protein (hsp47) 

(Hirayoshi et ai., 199 1). hemeoxygenase (hsp32) (Vile et al., 1994), immunophilins (also known 

as peptidyl propyl cis-tmns isomerases or hsp56) (Pratt and Toft, 1997) and Cl100 protein 

tyrosine phosphatase (Keyse and Emslie. 1992). It is likely that, as more genes and proteins are 

characterized by their expression patterns and functions, this list will grow. However, the quest 

for a complete list of heat shock genes will remain complicated by the fact thrit although the hs 

response is well conserved, the precise number and identity of hsps Vary considerably among 

ce11 types and organisms (Bure1 et ai., 1992; Nover, 199 1). 

3. Functions of the Heat Shock Proteins 

As can be gathered from the descriptions of the six main hs protein families, the hsps 

discovered early on ail have some sort of chaperone activity and/or play a role in the induction 
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of ceIl thermotoIerance. In fact these two functions were, and sornetimes stil1 rire, used as 

defining characteristic of the hsps. It is now clear that not dl hsps have these funcrions. For 

instance hemeoxygenase (hsp32) is neither a chaperone nor does i t  contribure to induced heat 

tolerance. Nevertheless. since bath functions are intrinsicdly involved in the way cells respond 

co heat stress, they wili be described now in more detail. 

a. Chaperune Function 

Studies aimed at elucidation of the biochemicd functions of hsps have collectively 

revrded that the majority of the hsps are moiecuIar chaperones. That is, they assist in protein 

folding, translocation, assembly and degradation (reviewed in Morimoto et al., 1994). These are 

essentid processes for the survival of any ceIl because the high concentration of proteins inside 

ceils naturally leads to protein aggregation, which interferes with cell functions (GeorgopouIos 

and Welch, 1993). The rnolecular chaperones are thought to have evolved specificdly to control 

the aggregation process. 

Hsps such ris hsp70 and hsp60 were rhe fir j t  chaperones to be discovered; however, not 

al1 chaperones belong to the heat shock class of proteins. Since the chaperone function is 

required d l  the time, many chriperones are present in cells constitucively and are often coded for 

by the cognate versions of the hear shock genes. Other chaperones. such as TCP- 1 and calnexin 

are not hsps nor are they homoIogous to any hsps (Morimoto et al., 1994). Conversely, as 

mentioned earlier, not ail hsps act as chaperones. The relation between chaperones and those 

hsps that act as chaperones is best characterized by considering hsps to be a specialized subset 

of the chaperone proreins. which evolved to ded with heat stress-induced protein misfolding, 

denaturation and aggregation. 

Some of the mechanisrns by which molecular chaperones perform their funcrions have 

now been elucidated. One of the major discoverïes was the finding that chaperones perform 
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their functions in large molecular complexes, referred to as chaperone machines (Bukau and 

Horwich, 1998; Gragerov et al., 1992). The rnost studied exampIe involves hsp70-hsp40 

complex whose role is to bind to unfolded polypeptides and asist their Folding. h second 

complex, composed of hsp60 and hspl0, then binds the partially folded polypeptides in the 

molten globule state and assists in their complete folding (Bukau and Horwich, 1998). Another 

chaperone complex assists in translocation of steroid receptors to the nucleus. Here, hsp90, 

hsp70 and immunophilin FKBP52 (or hsp56) have been shown to associate stably in a large 

chaperone complex interacting with the glucocorticoid receptor (Hutchison et al., 1993: Pratt et 

al., 1993; Pratt and Toft, 1997). in yeast, a fourth chaperone complex has been identified. It is 

composed of hsp 104, hsp70 and hsp4O and its function seems to be dissociation of previously 

aggregated proteins (Glover and Lindquist, 1998). 

The molecular mechanisms of action of the chaperone cornpiexes seem to be based on 

the ability of chaperones such as hsp70, hsp60 and hsp40 to recognize and seek out unfolded 

proteins. The bais of such recognition has been studied in depth in bacteria (Gragerov et d., 

1992) and in eukaryotes (Boice and Hightower, 1997; Sadis and Hightower, 1992). These 

studies revealed that the recognition is not dependent on any particular motif but, mther is based 

on the display of aiiphatic residues in heptamenc or longer stretches: in properly folded proteins 

these stretches are buried inside the protein and are not exposed (Burkholder et ai., 1996; 

S c h i d  et ai,, 1994; Zhu et ai., 1996). These observations fit well with the proposed functions of 

hsp chaperones in the hs response. Since heat is known to denature proteins and cause 

misfoiding of nascent polypeptides (reviewed in Nover, 1991). it is likely that the increased 

synthesis of hsps is targeted at the increased need for chaperone complexes that c m  help refold 

the faulty proteins. Especially important seems to be the protection of the cytoskeleton, which 

maintains proper ce11 shape and compartrnentaiization in unstressed cells. During hs. various 
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cytoskeletal components of many ce11 types have been shown CO collapse and aggregate 

(Lindquist and Craig, 1988; Parsell et al.. 1993; Welch and Suhan, 1985) leading to cell death. 

This process can be at least partially prevented with induction of hsp expression by a mild hs 

(Welch and Suhan, 1985). 

6. Thermotolerance 

Cells exposed to a non-lethal hs often show a temporary higher tolerance to subsequent 

lethal heat doses than cells not pre-ueated in such a way (Gemer and Schneider. 1975). The 

phenornenon c m  be readily assayed by cornparing the heat-induced ceIl deiith in cells that have 

been pre-ueated with a mild hs and those that have not. Such induced tolerance to heat stress has 

been observed in a wide variety of organisms and ce11 types (Nover, 1991; ParseIl and 

Lindquist, 1994; Parsell et al.. 1993). It is a uansient response. the duration of which correlates 

with the severity of the initial hs (Parsell and Lindquist, 1994). More recently, hs was dso 

shown to induce tolerance to other fonns of stress besides heat. For exmple, a miId hs rnakes 

catdiac muscle cells more resistant to postischemic reperfusion injury (Locke et al., 1995) while 

hs in neurons increases their resistance to damaging radicals (Ding and Keller. 2001). Such 

cross-tolerance induction works the other way as well: non-heat inducers of the hs response 

have been shown to induce thermotolennce (Li and Werb. 1982). 

A large body of evidence suggests that hsps are the proteins responsible for confemng 

themotolerance on the cells expressing thern. First, al1 inducers of the hsp expression dso 

induce themotolerance (Lindquist and Craig, 1988). Second, the changes in the protein levels of 

hsps such hsp27, hsp70 and hsp90 following hs correlate weIl with the leveI of thermotoIerance 

displayed by cells expressing these proteins (Chretien and Landry, 1988; Li and Werb, 1982). 

Third, overexpression of hsp70 in Drosophila results in an increased thennotolerance, while 

expression of Hsp70 antisense RNA results in siowing down of the acquisition of 
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themotolerance (Solomon et al., 1991). Fourth, microinjection of hsp70 antibodies into n t  

fibroblasts decreases their ability to survive a 45°C shock (RiabowoI et ai., 1988). These and 

other studies indicate that hsps increase ce11 survival in response to severe hs. 

What are the mechanisms of this protection? As described earlier, many of the highly 

inducible hsps have been characterized as chaperones. Therefore, it is thought thac the initiai hs 

causes a transient expression of hsps, which then prevent protein denaturation and aggregation 

when the second stress stimulus is applied. This hypothesis is supported by studies in which 

transient induction or overexpression of various hsps in the absence of heat leads to cells 

acquiring tolerance to heat and other stresses. This has been observed for hsp70 (Li et al.. 199 1). 

hsp60 (Van Dyk et al.. 1989). hsp27 (Chretien and Landry, 1988) and hsp90 (Cheng et al.. 

1992). However, other mechanisrns have also been proposed. For exarnple, one study has shown 

thrit high levels of hsp70 inhibit signaling cascades initiated by Jun N-terminal irinase and p38 

kinase, which are involved in ripoptotic signaling (Gabai et al., 1997). This has led to the 

suggestion chat hsp70 induces thermotolerance by limiting stress-induced apoptosis. However, 

even if this and other proposed rnechanisrns are proven, the buis of the themotoierance 

induction seems intrinsicaily linked to the chaperone functions of hsps. 

C. Heat Shock Factor 

The regulation of hs response has been studied extensively as a mode1 system for gene 

regulation (reviewed in Mager and De Kniijff, 1995). Hs gene regulation in eukaryotes occurs ac 

the levels of transcription, translation and post-translational modifications. Only transcriptionai 

regulation will be considered in this thesis. 

Heat-inducible transcription of hs genes is under contrai of hs transcription factor (HSF). 

Fit discovered in Drosophila (Wu, 1984). HSF was subsequently isoIated in yeast (Sorger and 
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Pelham, 1987) and human cells (Goldenberg et al., 1988). in contrast to yeast and the fruit fly, 

mammalian cells contain multipIe hsf genes designated HSFs 1-4 (Tanabe et al., 1999). Only 

HSFL has been shown concIusiveIy to be invoived in hs-based gene induction (Fiorenzzi et al., 

1995). Therefore, in the remainder of this thesis the term HSF will refer to the stress inducible 

HSFL. 

1. Sfructure and Function 

The structure of the hurnm HSF is ilIustnred in Figure 1A. The transcription factor 

concains 529 amino acids and possesses four key dornains: DNA-binding, oligornerization, 

transactivation and repression domains (Wu. 1995). The DNA-binding dornain is located in the 

N-terminal portion of the protein and forms a helix-turn-helix motif. Adjacent to it on the C- 

terminal side is the oligornerization domain composed of three leucine zipper motifs. These two 

domains show the highest degree of conservation arnong HSF proteins frorn various species and 

are necessary for the DNA-binding activity of HSF (Wu, 1995). 

Much of the knowledge of the transactivation and repression dornains of HSF came from 

deletion and protein-protein fusion studies. Green and co-workers have created a series of 

chimeric proteins in which the GAi4 DNA-binding dornain was fused to various portions of 

human HSF and then tested for relative transcriptionai activity in HeLa cells (Green et al., 

1995). The study revealed that the region carboxy-terminai to arnino acid residue 43 1 of human 

HSF constituted the transactivation domilin, which conferred maximai transcriptional activity on 

the GAL4 fusion protein but was insensitive to heat (Green et ai., 1995). A portion of HSF 

between arnino acids 37 1 and 43 1 dso conferred transcriptional activity but to a Lesser extenr. In 

contrast, the centrai portion of the HSF protein (201-371) did not have any transactivation 

potentiai by itself and, when fused with the transactivation domain (431-529), reduced its 

transcriptional activity by about 40-fold. This indicated that HSF's transcriptionai 



Figure 1. The structure and regulation of the hwnan heat shock factor. 

A) The structure of the human heat shock factor 1. Funcrional domains discussed in the tea are 
presented. B) Mode1 of the regulation of HSF îrimerization and DNA-binding. The functional 
domains are color-coded in the same way as in (A) (diagnms are acourtesy of Dr. J.T. Westwood). 
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repression domain is located between residues 201 and 37 1. Funher studies have iocaiized this 

negative regulatory dornain more precisely to the region spanning arnino acids 121-310 (Green 

et al., 1995) or 238-276 (Zuo et al., 1995). 

When both the central HSF regions (201-371 and 371-431) and the C-terminal 

transactivation domain (43 1-579) are fused to the GALA DNA-binding domain, such a fusion 

protein is transcfiptionaily inert at control temperatures, but acquires transcriptional activity 

upon hs (Green et al., 1995). The 371-431 region aione cm confer hs-inducibility on the 

tmsactivation domain but the resulting activation is smaller. Supponing these findings is 

another study in which the centrai HSF region (20 1-370) containing the negative regulatory 

domain was fused to the VP 16 activation domain. Whereas the native VP 16 is not hs-inducible, 

this fusion resulted in a heat-inducible transcriptional activity of VP16 (Newton et ai., 1996). 

The C-terminus of HSF also contains a fourth leucine zipper, which has been shown to 

repress the trimerization of HSF (Zuo et al., 1995). HSF is present in the cells at a11 tirnes but it 

is kept in its inactive, monomeric form (Wu, 1995). It is thought that the C-terminai leucine 

zipper interacts with the leucine zipper motifs in the oligomerization domain and prevents the 

leucine zippers frorn other HSF molecules from interacting with it (Rabindran et al., 1993). in 

face, deletion of the C-terminal leucine zipper results in constitutively DNh-bound HSF (Zuo et 

ai., 1994). A short Iinker domain between the DNA-binding and trimerizrition dornains (amino 

acids 102-136) is dso important in repression of trimerization as its deletion Ieads to 

constitutive trimerization and DNA-binding of HSF (Liu and Thiele, 1999). Upon hs, repression 

is relieved and HSF monomers trimerize forming a triple-stranded coiled-coi1 motif out of che 

Ieucine zippers on each of the rnonomers (Peteranded and Nelson, 1992). The rnonorner-to- 

trimer transition is necessary for acquisition of DNA-binding by HSF (Westwood and Wu, 

1993). 
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To surnrnarize, the N-terminai 201 iunino acids of the HSF are necessq for 

trimerization and DNA binding. The central portion of the molecule (20 1-43 1) regulates HSF by 

controlling the uimerization and transcriptional activity. The C-terminai 98 arnino acids (43 1- 

529) confer tramactivation potentid on HSF. in view of this knowledge. a HSF moIecuIe 

missing the centrai portion should be constitutively trimerized, bound to DNA and 

transcriptionaily active. Such a constitutive~y active HSFA202-316 mutant has been created 

(Zuo et ai., 1995). and has been used in severd studies as a means of testing the effects of HSF 

activation in the absence of stress (Wagstaff et al., 1998; Xia et al., 1999; Xia et ai., 3,000). 

Active HSF recognizes and binds to a conserved enhancer-like sequence, known as the 

hs element (HSE), located in the promoters of hs genes. The sequence is composed of rnulriple 

contiguous inverted repeats of the 5-bp sequence 5'-nGAAn-3' (Amin et al.. 1988). As each 

DNA binding domain in the HSF trimer interacts with one repeat, at least three repears are 

nceded for HSF binding (Fernandes et ai., 1994). However, many hsp gene promoters studied to 

date contain multiple HSEs and HSF moIecules have been shown to bind cooperatively to hese 

HSEs (Xiao et al., 199 1). HSF-HSE interaction is necessary but not sufficient for heat induction 

of the Hsp7O gene in Drosophila (Winegarden et al., 1996). 

2. Regdation of HSF Activity 

The precise sequence of events leading to HSF-triggered induction of hsp gene 

transcrip~on is not yet known. Studies have indicated that HSF activity is regulated by severai 

mechanisms. Broadly, these can be divided into those mechanisms that control 1) trimenzation 

and DNA-binding, 2) transcriptionai activity and 3) attenuation and return to the inactive state 

(reviewed in Wu, 1995). Current evidence suggests the factors controlling HSF at each Ievel are, 

or can be, independent of each other. That is, DNA-binding can be induced without activating 
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gene uanscription (Jurivich et ai., 1995; Winegarden et al., 1996) and transcription can occur 

without attenuation (DiDomenico et al., 1982a). 

Regulation of HSF trirnenzation has been a topic of debcite since it was first 

demonsmted (Sarge et al., 1993; Westwood et al., 1991; Westwood and Wu, 1993). Unlike in 

Snccharomyces cerevisine where HSF is always trirneric, Drosophila and mrunmalian HSF need 

to trimerize in order to acquire high affinity for HSEs (Taylor et al., 1991; Wu, 1995). 

Therefore, factors controlling trimerization also control localization of HSF to gene promoters 

containing HSEs (see figure 1B). As descnbed earlier, the C-terminal hydrophobic repeat 

(heptad repeat C) has been dernonstrated to suppress trirnerizcition (Rabindran et al., 1993; Zuo 

et al., 1994). Mutating residues 383-418 of this repeat, or deleting the portion of rnoIecuIe that 

contains it, results in constitutively trimerized and DNA-bound HSF (Shi et al., 1995; Zuo et al.. 

1994). These observations suggest that HSF contains an intramolecular mechanism for its own 

activation. 

How do the various stresses known to trigger hs response activate chat mechanism'? 

Studies in vitro show that pure HSF cm sense heat and low pH ciirectly as it trimerizes in 

response to these two factors (Becker et al., 1990: Larson et al., 1995; Zhong et ai., 1998). Orher 

lines of evidence. however, contradict the simple notion that HSF c m  directly sense al1 stress 

signals. First, human HSF expressed in Drosophila trimerizes at the fruit fly's physiologicd hs 

temperature (36S°C), which is 10°C lower than in human tissues (Clos et al., 1993). Second, 

overexpression of HSF was shown to result in DNA binding under non-hs conditions (Sage et 

ai., 1993). These and other studies suggest that additionai factors dso reguhte HSF 

trimerization in response to the activating stimuli. 

Arnong the factors proposed to regulate HSF trimerization, interactions with hsps have 

gained the most prominence. Hsp7O has been proposed to regulate HSF activity based on the 
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observations that the protein associates with HSF in HeLa cells (Baier et al,, 1996) and in NM- 

3T3 cells (Nunes and Calderwood, 1995), overexpression of hsp70 in rat M21 cells correlates 

with faster deactivation of HSF after hs (Kim et ai.. 1995). and transient overexpression of 

hsp70 in vivo results in a decrease in HSF's DNA-binding activity (Baier et al., 1996; Mosser et 

ai., 1993). A role for hsp90 in the regulation of HSF has been suggested when it was shown that 

reduction of hsp90 levels activates HSF in vitro (Zou et al.. 1998). In the simplest model, under 

normal conditions either hsp70 or hsp90, or both, compete for HSF-binding to other HSF 

molecules and maintain HSF in the inactive form. When hs causes denatured proteins to 

accumulate, the need for these chaperones increases and results in a decrease in their ability to 

maintain HSF in its inactive state. This, in tum, leads to HSF activation and transcription of the 

heat shock genes. 

Two more possible modes of regulation came ro light recently. The first was proposed in 

1995 when two research labs discovered independently the existence of rwo isoforms of HSF in 

mice; these isoforms aise through alternative splicing of a 66 base pair inuonic sequence 

(Fiorenza et ai., 1995; Goodson and Sarge, 1995). The extra 32 arnino acids iorm a potentiai 

fifth leucine zipper located in the C-terminal domain ncxt to the fourth leucine zipper, which is 

irnplicated in regulation of trimenzation (Goodson and Sarge, 1995). It has been proposed that 

the insert is involved in regulating HSF activation and that various tissues can specifically 

regulate HSF üctivity and adapt it to the tissues' metabolic requirements by varying the relative 

amounts of either isoform (Goodson and Sarge, 1995; Zuo et ai., 1995). The other possible 

regulator of HSF trimerization was proposed in 1998 when a novel HSF-binding protein, 

HSBP1, was identiîïed (Satyai et al., 1998). Characterization of HSBPl reveded that it 

negatively affects HSF DNA-binding activity leading to suggestion that it may play role in 

maintaining the monorneric state of HSF under non-hs conditions (Satyal et al., 1998). 
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Acquisition of DNA binding ability by HSF is a necessary prerequisite, but it is not 

sufficient for HSF to activate transcription of hs genes. This has been shown in experiments 

where HSF vimerization and binding to DNA is induced by salicylate yet the transcription of 

Hsp70 rnRNA is not obsewed (Winegarden et al.. 1996). Protein-protein fusion studies 

described earlier have revealed that acquisition of transactivationai potential depends on two 

domains: the C-terminal transactivation domain and the negative regulatory domain found in the 

cenrer of the HSF polypeptide (see Figure IA). Fusion of the transactivation domain to the 

GAL4 DNA binding domain confers constitutive transcriptional acrivity (Shi et al., 1995) 

suggesting that this domin musc be maintained inactive in native HSF in the absence ot' stress. 

in fact, a repression region has been identitied, which. if present in the (3x4-HSF fusion, 

results in the Lack of transactivation competence at non-hs temperatures and its induction upon 

hs (Zuo et al., 1995). Various experiments have proven that this regulatory elernent can both 

repress the uansactivation ability of HSF in its inactive state and relieve this repression under 

heat stress independent of trimerimion and acquisition of DNA binding (Green et ai., 1995; 

Newton et id., 1996; Shi et al., 1995). 

The question of what exactly triggers this relief is not yet hlly answered; however, a 

number of studies indicate that phosphorylation plays a role in the process. Both constitutive 

and inducible phosphorylation have been implicated in regulation of HSF activity (Xia er al., 

1998; Xia and Voellmy, 1997). The constitutive phosphorylation observed on serine residues 

303 and 307 has been shown to repress transcriptional activity of HSF in vitro (KIine and 

Morimoto, 1997). Constitutive phosphorylation was later also discovered on serine 363 (Chu et 

al., 1998). Further studies identlfied rnitogen-activated protein kinases (MAFK), glycogen 

synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and protein kinase C as the kinases phosphorylating these residues in 

virro (Chu et al., 1996; Chu et al., 1998). Since di three kinases have separate sipaling 
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cascades controlling their activity, it is possible chat HSF activity is modulated through at least 

three different signal transduction pathways. 

The precise role of the inducible phosphorylation of HSF is not clear. While heat- 

induced phosphorylation has been shown CO conelare with acquisition of transcriptionai activity 

by inactive HSF trimers in mammdian cells (Cotto et al., 1996; Xia and Voellmy, 1997). amino 

acid andogues azetidine and cavanine induce HSF's transactivation properties without 

detectable additional phosphorylation (Mivechi et al., 1994; Sarge et al., 1993). Moreover, a 

recent study by Park and his colleagues has demonstrated that pervanüdate induces 

hyperphosphorylation of HSF but not ics uanscriptional activity in HeLa cells (Park and Liu, 

2000). The evidence suggests thüt inducible phosphorylation occurs concurrently with, but is not 

the trigger for, the acquisition of transrtctivationai competence. 

After trirnerization and acquisition of uanscriptional activity, attenuation can be 

considered the third level of HSF regulation. Early on in the studies of the hs response, it was 

discovered that prolonged hs does not result in continued hs gene transcription. Rather. the 

transcription of hs genes is gradudly repressed while normal transcription is restored 

(DiDomenico et al., 1982a; DiDomenico et aI., 1982b; Mosser et al., 1988). The length of time 

before attenuation occuned was reported to vary according co ce11 type and the severity of the 

heat stress (DiDomenico et ai,, 1982b). Experiments in HeLa cells show that transcriptional 

activation of Hsp70, Hsp6O and Hsp89a peaks at 60 min and iheir transcript levels faIl after 120 

min (Abravaya et ai., 1991). Attenuation is not observed when protein synthesis is prevented, 

which lead to the hypothesis that hsps are involved in the attenuation process (DiDomenico et 

al., 1982a; Price and Cdderwood. 1992). As reported earlier, hsp7O and hsp90 were suggested 

to negatively regulate HSF activity; thus, chese two proteins becarne the prime candidates for the 

facilitators of the attenuation mechanism. However, no conclusive evidence for or against this 
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mode1 has yet been found. Aiternate rnodels of attenuation involve the aforernentioned HSF 

binding protein (Satyai et al.. 1998) and phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycles (Xia and 

Voellrny, 1997). 

D. Heat-Induced Transcriptional Activation and Repression of Genes 

In order to induce the transcription of the hs genes, fully active and DNA-bound HSF 

needs to interact with the transcriptionai machinery of the cell. in fact, Drosophila HSF has 

been shown to interact directly with TATA binding protein (TBP), the core unit of the basai 

transcription fxtor T F D  (Mason and Lis, 1997). Binding of TBP to the TATA sequence is 

thought to be the first step in assembly of the RNA polymerase II transcriptionai complex (Zhou 

et ai., 1993). HSF also interacrs with the GAGA factor, a chromatin-remodeling factor involved 

in the formation of an accessible chrornatin structure at promoter sequrnces (Farkas et al.. 1994; 

Shopland et ai., 1995). CorrespondingIy, a study in HeLa cells revealed that HSF activity is 

increased in the presence of SWVSNF complex, which aiso plays a role in chromatin 

rernodeling (Brown et aI., 1996). These interactions suggest how HSF causes hs gene 

transcription: through its binding with TBP, TFüD c m  be sequestered to the sites where HSF is 

bound and, through the interactions with chromatin remodeling proteins. HSF rnakes the genes 

in its vicinity nucleosome-free and accessible to RNA polyrnerase II. 

HSF-initiated transcriptionai activation is both very rapid and very potent. Work with the 

Drosophila Hsp70 promoter reveaied that RNA poiymerase II is present at the promoter in a 

paused state under non-hs conditions, which aIIows for rapid activation upon hs (Lee et al., 

1992; O'Brien and Lis, 199 1). In a more recent in vitro study with Drosophila Hsp70 gene, H S F  

was reported to increase the transcription rate of hs genes by speeding up the rate of pre- 

initiation complex formation and by increasing the initiation rate of the subsequent rounds of 



transcription (Sandaitzopoulos and Becker, 1998). Whether these properties of HSF extend to 

transcription of ail hs genes and are similar in other species is currently unclear. However, since 

the extent of activation of hs genes differs between genes, ce11 types and species (Bure1 et id., 

1992). it is likely that the mechanisms of HSF-directed transcriptionai induction are modulated 

individually for each gene. 

The hs-induced repression of transcription is a much less understood phenornenon than 

the transcriptional activation. Nevertheless, the çvidence that repression occurs is clear. In 

Drosophila. normal cellular transcription is down-regulated upon hs while transcription of the 

hs genes is greatIy up-regulated (Ashburner and Bonner, 1979). Such global repression of 

transcription has not been reponed in mmmalian cells; however, hs-induced gene-specific 

inhibition of transcription bas been observed for cytokine-inducible nitric oxide synthase (de 

Vera et al., 1996; Wong et al., 1997). tumor necrosis factor cl (TNFar) (Ensor et al., 1994: 

Snyder et al., 1992). prointerleukin-ip (IL-IP) (Schmidt and Abdulla. 1988). and Ras-induced 

c$os gene (Chen et al., 1997). The rnechanism of the repression in the last two studies was 

shown to be mediated by active HSF (Cahill et al.. 1996; Chen et ai., 1997). 

Other evidence that HSF cm act as transcriptionai repressor also cornes fiom studies in 

Drosophila. HSF binds at over 200 loci on the polytene chromosomes of heat shocked 

Drosophila salivary glands (Westwood et ai., 1991). yet only about 40 sites of active 

transcription are detected (Paraiso et al., personal communication). Since transcription is not 

observed at the remaining 160 loci, it has been suggested that HSF acts as a repressor rather then 

as an inducer at these sites (Paraiso et al., personai communication; Westwood et al., 1991). 

Overall, the evidence supports the existence of hs-induced gene repression, but the mechanisms 

of the repression remain unclex 



E. Other Inducers of the Heat Shock Response 

As described earlier, the precise mechanism by which HSF senses stress remains 

unclear. The question has been of particular interest in the light of the large number and variety 

of inducers of hs response. These inducers can be classified into several classes, which include: 

temperature shifts, low pH, amino acid analogues, oxidative agents, transition metals, inhibitors 

of oxidative respiration, detergents, potassium ionophores, physiological stresses and steroid 

hormones (reviewed in Ashburner and Bonner. 1979: Nover. 1991). The variety of the inducing 

agents has made it difficult to come up with ri common element shared by al1 stressors that could 

be detected by HSF. Among factors proposed to fulfill that role, accumulation of abnormal 

andlor denatured proteins is the most widely accepted and best supponed by evidence. First, 

injection of denatured proteins into Xenopus oocytes results in the transcription of a reponer 

gene under control of hs a promoter indicating the presence of denatured proteins is sufficient 

for induction of the hs response (Ananthan et al., 1986). Second, chemicals such as glycerol and 

deuterium oxide, which result in increased protein stability, prevent induction of the hs response 

by heat, una or detergents (Edington et al., 1989; Mosser et al., 1990). Third, many of the 

known hs response inducers cause protein rnisfolding, denaturation, aggregation or precipitation 

(Nover, 1991). Finally, the denatured protein theory fits well with the model of regulation of 

HSF activity by hsp70 hsc70 hsp90. If HSF were in fact kept inactive by interactions with 

these three chaperones, any stress that results in an increase of misfolded and denatured proteins 

would decrease such interactions by a virtue of the competition for the chaperone binding. After 

the chaperone activity resulted in renaturation or degradation of the faulty proteins, hsps would 

again become free to interact with HSF and suppress its activity. Supporting such model is the 

observation that among the denatured proteins injected into Xenopue laevis oocytes, only those, 
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which were found to be in aggregates with hsc70, were aiso found to activate the hs response 

(Mifflin and Cohen, 1994). 

The above theory notwithstanding, in vitro studies using reporter genes under control of 

the hs promoter indicate that HSF can directly sense hydrogen peroxide and the changes in 

temperature and pH (Zhong et ai., 1999; Zhong et ai., 1998). At the other end of the spectrum. 

studies of the hs response in pathophysiologicai States such as inflammation suggest that HSF 

activation can occur as a result of TNFa and cytokine signaling cascades (Polla and Cossarizza, 

1996). These observations make it likely that different classes of stresses activate the hs 

response through different rnechanisms. 

The variety of factors that induce the hs response ruid the equai variety of biologicd 

functions that the hs response affects, lead to question of whether the transcriptional response 

observed is the same in al1 cases. That is, do ail the inducers of the hs response induce the same 

set of hs genes? And if not, are the differences inducer-specific? The answer to this question has 

been hampered by lack of suitable rnethods to compare hs ;ene activation on a genome-wide 

scde prior to the recent development of parailel expression antilysis rnethods. Ln one of the 

pioneering studies of this kind. Causton and co-workers have analyzed how gene expression in 

Scrcchoromyces cerevisim is remodeled in response to various changes in the extracellular 

environment, including changes in temperature, oxidation, pH and osmoliuity, ail of which are 

known inducers of the hs response (Causton et al., 2001). Their observations reveaied that, 

aithough large sets of genes were regulated in a coordinated fashion, the transcriptional profiles 

did indeed differ substantiaily, depending on the inducer. This led the authors to suggest chat the 

traditionai grouping of the various stresses into one 'stress' response rnay be misleading. 

Whether the same is true for other eukaryotes is not known, as similar studies in higher 

eukaryotes have not yet been reported. 



F. Thesis Objectives 

The first objective of this thesis was to examine the transcriptional changes induced by 

hs on a globd scde in human T cells. There are several compelling reuons why this may be 

useful. First. we hypothesize thrit novel hs genes will be found. The reasons for this are outlined 

in detail in Cliapter 2, Briefly, seved studies conducted speci6cdly CO identify novel hs 

cranscripts have k e n  successful {Leemans et al., 2000; Schena et ai., 1996) while other studies 

have reported chance findings of unidentified hsps (Maytin et al., 1983; Rao et al., 1999). In 

addition, novel hs genes have been identified over the years, suggesting k i t  more such genes 

may exist. Finding such ;enes would lead to the functiond characterization of their products, 

which should add to the current understanding of the physiology of the hs response and the 

various biological processes it affects. 

A global-scale exmination of the hs response would dso help address the issue of hs- 

induced gene repression. Aithough various studies in rnammalirin tissues have demonstrated that 

transcriptional repression does occur (see section D. Hm-Mitcecl Trumcriprionul Acrivation 

and Repression of Genes), it is unctear whether the described cases exemplify a widespread 

repression affecting many genes, or whether the repressed genes form a select group equivalent 

to the hs genes. Finally, if a consistent and reproducible pattern of transcriptionai changes can 

be detected. it could then be used to compare the effects of different stresses in order to gain a 

deeper understanding of the transcriptional mechanisrn regulating the response. Similar 

comparative studies in yeast have yielded a wedth of data and revealed the presence of several 

previously unsuspected mechanisms of regutauon of gene transcription (Causron et ai., 2001). 

The second objective of this thesis was to determine whether the activation of HSF is 

solely responsible for the transcriptional changes observed during hs. This portion of the thesis 



addresses the issue of whether, in addition to activating HSF, heat has any secondary effects that 

modulate the transcript levels during hs. One such effect known to date is an increlise in RNA 

stability in plants (Gallie and Pitto, 1996). Until now, the role of heat has been inferred from 

observed differences between transcriptional changes induced by heat and those caused by 

inducers such as chemicais (dinitrophenol, salicylate) or arnino acid analogues (azetidine) 

(Nover, 199 1). We decided to examine this question more directly, by using mutant HSF thai is 

constiturively active under non-hs conditions. Such a constitutiveIy active deletion HSF mutant 

(HSFM02-3 16) has been used in severai ssmdies as a mems of testing the results of HSF 

activation in the absence of mess (Wrtgstaff et al., 1998; Xia et al.. 1899; Xia et al., 2000). in 

one such study in particular, Wngstaff and collerigues determined that rhe trrüistections of 

several neuronal ceIl Iines with HSFG02-316 did not aiways induce the same tisp expression 

pattern as hs (Wagstaff et al., 1998). Only four hsps were tested in that study. The goal of this 

thesis is to examine hs gene expression at the level of thousiuids of genes 

The choice of T-Lymphocytes as the system in which to study hs w s  dictated by severai 

independent reasons. First, T cells crin be emily cultured and grown in a suspension culture. 

dlowing us to obtain large quantities ofcells and RNA necessary for this study. Second, at the 

time the thesis work was planned, oniy the human cDNA-arrays were amilable to us, 

necessitating use of a human source of RNA. Third, the constitutively active form of HSF used 

to address the second objective of the thesis was obtained fmm Dr. Richard Mosser 

(Biotechnology Resemh hstitute, Montreal) as a stable transfectant in a human leukemic T-ceIl 

Iine. in order for a comparison between effects of hs and the mutant RSF to be meaningfu1. we 

decided to examine the hs-induced transcriptional profile in the parent PEER ceil line. 



CHAPTER 2 

Genome-scale Characterization of Transcriptional Changes 

Observed during Heat Shock in T-lymphocytes 



Marnrnalian ceils respond to heat stress by activation of the heac shock (hs) response, 

regulated by the hs transcription factor, HSF, which results in increased transcription of a set of 

genes termed hs genes. We analyzed trmscnptional changes occumng in human T-Lymphocyte 

PEER ceIIs treated wirh a 90 min hs at 42°C using both nylon filter-based and glus-based 

cDNA mays. Global aodysis using nyIon filter cDNA arrays representing -27,000 genes 

resulted in identification of three novel hs genes matching two known sequences (Se@ gene 

and mitochondriai 16s rRNA gene) and one unknown gene. Parailel andysis using 1.700- 

element cDNA microarrays revealed transcriptional activation of 12 genes and transcriptional 

repression of 3 genes. Nine of these genes were not previously known to be affected by hs. 

Larger analysis using 19,200-element cDNA arrays reveded 4 1 up-regulated and 8 down- 

regulated elements. Among these. only 12 represent genes previousiy shown to be hs-regulated. 

Time course experiments over 90 min indicated 90 min of hs induced the peak levels for 9 out 

of the 12 up-regulated transcripts observed on the 1,700-element cDNA arrays. No repressed 

genes were observed at 30, 45 and 6û niin lime points. Expression of a constitutively active 

form of HSF at non-hs temperature (37°C) resulted in a different induction profile then hs: the 

up-regulation of some hs gene transcripts was reduced and that of rhe others was not observed. 

indicating that hs is necessary for hl1 induction HSF tmscriptional activity. 
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B. Zntroduction 

Recent advances in genomics have expanded the number of techniques available for 

systemic anaiysis of cellular phenornena. Specificaily, the role of DNA arrays as powerful tools 

in genorne-wide studies has recentiy k e n  demonstrated (Gerhold et al., 1999). Genome-wide 

screening c m  be used to study gene function. gene regulation and diagnosis of pathologicd 

States to name a few applications (Chen ec al., 2001; Debouck and Goodfellow, 1999; Hooper et 

al., 2001; Hughes et ai., 3000; Lander, 1999; Young, 2000). Further description of the DNA 

array technology can be found in the next section. This thesis aims to apply this emerging 

technology to study global transcriptional changes that occur during heat shock. 

The heat shock response has been used as a mode1 of an inducible transcriptionai event 

because it is a very well characterized, conserved and distinct cellular response. Tt c m  be 

induced by a wide vruiety of factors (Nover, 1991), which ailows for a variety of experimental 

approaches, yet it is regulated by a single transcription factor. HSF (Wu. 1995). which simplifies 

the anaiysis considerably. Studies of the hs response have helped to unravel the generai 

mechanisms of transcriptionai regulation (Wu, 1995). Furthemore, hs gene expression is aiso 

known to be involved in many physiologicdly relevant cellular responses such as apoptosis 

(Mosser et ai,, 1997), inflammition (Poila and Cossarizza, 1996). aging (Locke and Tanguay, 

1996), neural injury (Ding and Keller, 2001) and cardiovriscular disease (Benjamin and 

McMillan, 1998). Thus, understanding the regulation of the hs gene transcription c m  contribute 

to better understanding of the molecular biology of these responses. 

Global characterization of the transcriptionai changes occumng during hs has been 

harnpered by the lack of suitable methods. Most studies have focused on single hs genes, most 

cornrnoniy Hsp70, as representatives of ail hs genes induced under given conditions. One 

notable exception has been the anaiysis of hs using Drosophila polytene chromosomes, in which 
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sites of active transcription were be visualized by indirect immunodetection (Chang et ai., 

2000). The technique involves ailowing cells to incorponte bromine-Iabeted UTP (Bru) during 

hs and then detecting Bru in the newly synthesized RNAs wich a specific antibody. 

Unfortunateiy, this technique has lirnited resolution and ailows for identification of 

chromosomai sites rather than specific genes. 

DNA a m y  technology makes it possible to study transcnptiond changes on a scale of 

thousands of genes (Gerhold et ai., 1999; Schena et ai., 1995). Such large-scde transcript 

andysis offers severai advantages over monitoring of changes in a few chosen indicator genes. 

Monitoring many genes in parailei gives a more cornpiete picture of the changes occurring in 

the ce11 and it is no longer necessary to assume that changes in transcription of a few selected 

genes reflects the changes in other affected genes. in fact, one cm dispense with the idea [ha[ 

transcriptional changes in certain genes are 'indicative' of the response and instead look for 

'indicativep patterns of transcription. 

The second advantage of DNA arrays is that they allow for discovery of novel genes 

involved in a particular response. Initial studies chancterized the hs response by observing the 

changes in RNA and protein profiies in Drosophila (Burdon, 1986). Major hs   an scripts were 

discovered by studying the incorporation of 3~-labeled cytidine during hs [Tissieres et al., 1974) 

while the heac shock proteins were identified by labeling proteins synthesized during hs with 

35~-rnethionine and detection of the newly produced proteins using poiyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (Maytin et al., 1985; Tissieres et al., 1974). 60th approaches Iead to 

identification of severai hsp families: Hsp70, Hsp90, HspIûû, Hsp60, and the srnail hsps. 

However, over the years additionai hs-inducible genes have been identified (see Chapter I }  and 

there is growing evidence that yet more such genes exist. For instance, in the 1980s. two- 

dimensionai eiecuophoretic analyses indicated the presence of a Iarger number of hsps in the 
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cells than the number of up-regulated RNAs obsewed 3t the cime (Maytin et ai., 1985). This 

discrepancy was explained at the tirne by the presence of isofoms of hsps and variable post- 

translational modifications such as phosphorylation, ADP-ribosylation or glycosylation 

(Burdon, 1986). However, it is likely that at Ieast sorne of the unidentified proteins represent 

novel hsps that have since been identified. in expenments on Drosophila polytene 

chromosomes, Westwood and co-workers demonstrated, using indirect imrnunofluorescence 

microscopy, that HSF binds to over 200 sites, raising the possibility that at least some of these 

sites are loci of minor hs genes (Westwood et al., 1991). Later, in RNA-labeling studies on 

Drosophila polytene chromosomes, Paraiso and colleagues observed a consistent pattern of 

about 40 sites where new transcripts could be detected after a 20 min hs at 36.5"C (Paraiso et 

ai., persona1 communication). This suggests that there are more sites of active transcription than 

there are known hs genes. in another study, t h e  noveI hsps (100, 38, and 18 D a )  were 

detected in primary human lymphocytes by two-dimensionai gel electrophoresis in addition to 

the aiready known hsps (hsp70,90,60, 105.47,40, 27, and 16) (Rao et al., 1999). 

in a more recent study, Leemans' group used high-density oligonucleotide arrays to 

detect hs-induced changes in tmscript levels in Drosophila embryos (ieemans et al., 2000) and 

identified 27 up- and 36 down- regulated genes pceviously not known to be differentially 

expressed during hs. in the first study invoiving microarray andysis and hs response in humans, 

Shena and co-workers used 1046-element human arrays to identify differentially expressed 

genes in Jurkat T-cells heat-shocked for 4 hr at 43°C and detected three novel transcripts with 

-2-fold increase in transcript Ievels (Schena et ai., 1996). A similar rnicroarray-based approach 

has aiso been used to identify novel hs genes in S. cerevisiae (Causton et al., 7001). These 

studies demonstrate that the array-based approach for detection of novel hs genes is vaiid. 
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In this study we used both large filter-based arrays and glass-based micromys to 

examine the transcriptional changes occurring during hs. We then used this information to 

identify novel hs transcripts. in other experiments we attempted to determine whether the 

activation of HSF is solely responsible for the uanscriptional changes obsewed during hs. 

DNA Array Technology 

The array technology is central ro this study and, since it has been developed relatively 

recently, a brief introduction to the topic follows. Array techniques evolved from the sarlier 

methods of analysis of transcript levels in a given RNA sarnple, such as Northern analysis and 

dot blot analysis. DNA arrays addressed the main limitation of those techniques - their 

unsuitabiiity t'or simultaneous large-sale analysis of hundreds or thousands of transcripts. 80th 

Northern hybridization and dot blot hybridization require a specific probe for rach target 

transcript under study. Therefore to study a hundred transcripts. a hundred separate 

hybridizations need to be performed. The DNA may technology overcame this limitation by 

imrnobilizing specific amounrs of probe DNAs corresponding to a selected set of genes or 

transcripts on some form of matrix (most often nylon membrane or glass). This way each probe 

sequence is spatially separate on the surface of the matrix while the target transcripts are in 

solution and thus able to diffuse and hybridize to the complementary probe sequences. Current 

technology allows for spotting of up to tens of thousands of sequences on a nylon membrane or 

a glass slide and thus a single hybridization allows for anaiysis of chat many hybridization 

events simultaneously (Bowtell, 1999). in fact, it is now possible to irnrnobilize entire gene sets 

on a single rnatnx and to examine the expression patterns of al1 of the genes in a given organism 

under any condition of interest. in cases where Fu11 gene sequences are not available, partial 
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complementary DNA (cDNA) fragments c m  be spotted thus allowing for analysis of yet- 

uncharacterized genes. 

The ability to anaiyze thousands of genes in paralle1 requires two components not 

available before the early 1990s: the technoIogy to print large number of DNA sequences on a 

relatively small area and the availability of large DNA sequence libraries that could be used to 

seIectively probe for many different sequences. Research groups and companies working to 

solve these two needs arrived üt different solutions to both of thern, leading to the vüriety of 

DNA arrays available on the market today. In general, arrays can be classified by 1)  the matrix 

material, 2) the method of printing, and 3) the type ofsequences used as the probe. 

The matrix is typicaily a nylon membrane or a g las  slide, although bead-based arrays 

may become more popular in the future. The most common printing methods include spotting 

using pins, spotting using ink-jet technology or synthesis of the probe DNA directly on the 

matrix using photolithognphy or other methods. The spotted probe DNA varies from whole 

piasmids containing inserts of interest, to amplified PCR products, to synthetic oligonucleotides 

(Bowtell, 1999; Cheung et al.. 1999). 

The early arrays were made on nylon membranes, as this was the traditional material 

used to bind nucleic acids. Typicdly, bacterial cultures transformed with plasmids containing 

the desired DNA sequences would be grown in 96-well plates and a 96-pin robot would be used 

to pick up a smail amount of each culture and spot it on the membrane in a specific 

contiguration. The membranes would then be baked, kiiiing the bacteria and binding ail nucieic 

acids, including the plasmid sequences, onto the membrane. The hybridization experiment 

would involve obtaining a sample of cotai RNA, reverse-transcribing it in a presence of 

radiolabeled nucleotide, hybridizing the resulting cDNAs to the membrane and scanning the 

image using a phosphorimaging instniment. An example of a nylon membrane array after 
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hybridization is presented in Figure 2. There are severai drstwbacks to using nylon membranes 

as the anay matrix. First, the nature of the matenal h i t s  the density at which the spots can be 

placed and as a resuit, nylon membrane arrays cannot be miniaturized as much as glass-based 

arrays. Second, because whole bacterid cultures were spotted, the amount of probe DNA 

present on the arrays varied considenbly between spots. Finaily. only one sample could be 

hybridized to a membrane array at a time, which meant that to compare two samples, the first 

sample had to be stripped before the second sample could be hybridized and compared to the 

first. 

Glass-based arrays were first employed CO monitor gene expression in 1995 by Brown 

and CO-workers (Schena et al.. 1995). Using glas  as a rnatrix dIows for higher spotting density 

(up to 20,000 spots on a standard size slide) and therefore a smailer amount of target sample cm 

be used. in order to resolve spots pnnted so densely laser-based scanners are necessary and 

therefore, the target samples need to be Iabeled with fluorescently tagged nucleotides. Since 

there are many fluorescent dyes with differenc excitation wavelengths, severai (usudly two) 

different samples can be labeled, hybridized and detected on the same array, which allows for 

simultaneous cornparison of two or more samples. A typical hybridization experiment using 

glass-based microarray is presented in Figure 3. 

The materials spotted on gIass rnicroarnys are typically PCR amplicons or 

oligonucleotides (Bowtell, 1999; Cheung et al., 1999). The choice affects the specificity of the 

hybndization. PCR amplicons from complete or partial cDNA clones are usuaiIy more specific 

than oligonucleotides. With the completed sequencing of many genomes, it is now possible to 

amplify a complete set of ORFs for a @en organism and spot them on an array. in fact such 

whole genome arrays are now available for Saccharomyces cerevisine (Causton et al., 1001; 

Hughes et ai., 2000), Bacillrts subtiiis (Ye et al., 20(10), Mycobacrerium tuberculosis 



Figure 2. Phosphorimager scan of the GDA 1.3 filter array after a hybridization experiment. 

Ai1 images have been screen-captured in h y V i s i o n  module of Andytical Imaging Systems 
software (AIS, version 3.0, Imaging Research). A) The entire 22cm x 22 cm nylon filter anay is 
shown at about 60% of its actual size. 0) A fiagment of the array in (A) magnified four times, C) 
The same section of the array as the one shown in (B) has been overiaid rvith a grid before the 
quantification of the spot intensitics. 





Figure 3. Glass based microarray hybridization. 

A) Schematic representation of a typicai micromay hybridization experiment conducted in this 
study (this diagram is courtesy of Raazia Chaudry). B) A rypical composite image of a 1.7K 
microarray after a hybridization experiment. To obtain this image, Cy3 and Cq'5 images were 
scanned separately and merged. The yellow spots represent unchanged genes. the green spots 
represent dovin-regulated genes and the red spots represent up-regulated genes. 
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(Behr et al., 1999) and other organism. in cases where ail ORFs from a given organism (such as 

human or mouse) have not yet been identified, cDNA libraries have been used as the source of 

probe DNA. Since cDNA inserts can often be amplified without knowing their complete 

sequences, this approach dlows for array analysis of tmscripts for which the corresponding 

genes have not yet been cloned. The drawback of using cDNA-based arrays is that in many 

cases, the clones identified as differenrially expressed in microarray hybridization will be 

completely uncharacterized. 

There are limitations associated with the current cDNA-based g las  microarray 

technoIogy used in this study. For instance, data obtained from such hybridization experiments 

is more qualitative than quantitative, because the intensity of the fluorescent signai in each spot 

does not reflect equdly for ail targets the mount of target RNA present in the original sample. 

The are severai reasons for this: 1) the lengths of the fluorescently labeled cDNAs vary, making 

some of them glow more brightly than others, 2) the efficiency of incorporation of the 

fluorescently labeled nucleotides may vary so that cDNAs of the same length may have different 

amounts of the fluorescent dyes in them, 3) the hybridization efficiencies Vary between spots 

which means that different fractions of target nucleic acids will hybridize to different spots, and 

4) the amounts of probe DNA present in each spot, dthough not as variable as on filter arrays, 

does nevertheless Vary. For these reasons fluorescence intensity values are not typicdly 

compared between different spots on the same array. Instead, amys provide information about 

the relative change in intensity values observed between different sarnples hybridized ro the 

s m e  spot (Southem et al., 1999). in other words, DNA arrays provide information on changes 

in transcript Ievels between a controI and the experimental sample for every DNA probe on the 

-Y- 



C. Materials and Methods 

Ce11 Lines 

PEER, PErtTA and PErtTA-MSF cell lines were obtained from the laboratory of Dr. 

Richard Mosser (Biotechnology Research institute, Montréal, Quebec). The PErtTA ce11 Iine 

was generated by stable transfection of the human T lymphocyte PEER cells (Schlesinger et al., 

1981) with the pUHD172-1-neo phsrnid (Gossen et al., 1995) containing the reverse 

tetracycline-controlled transactivator ([CA), as described previously (Mosser et al., 2000). A 

single PErtTA clone was used as the piirent ce11 line for the genetation of PEnTA-AHSF ceIl 

line. This clone was wansfected with a tetracycline-regulated dicistronic expression vector 

derived from plasmid pTR-DCJGFP (Mosser et al., 1997). Transcripts from this vector c q  a 

truncated human hsfl coding sequence, hsfIA203-316, in the first cistron and the green 

fluorescent protein gene as the second cistron. Cells were selected as described previously in 

Mosser et al., (2000). The deletion in the HSFl molecule removes the repression domain which 

negatively regulates DNA binding and transcriptional activation (Shi et al., 1995; Zuo et d., 

1994). The resulting PErtTA-AHSF celIs express a constitutively active HSF molecule when 

treated with doxycycline, a tetracycline-like mtibiotic. inducible expression of M S F  was 

confirmed by Western blot anaiysis as described in the Results. 

Growtli Conditions and Treatments 

PEER, PErtTA and PErtTA-MSF ceils were grown at 37OC in T-75 or T-175 tissue 

culture flasks (Sarstedt) in RPMI 1640 medium (invitrogen) with 35rnM HEPES, 4mM 

NaHCO,, 10mgL gentamycin (Sigma-Aldrich), and supplemented with S% heat inactivnted 

feial bovine serum (Invitrogen). Cells were grown to a density of 0.8- 1 .O x 106 cellslml and split 

down to 0.3-0.5 x 106 ceiidrnl every ihree days (on average). Cells were kept under selection for 
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the rtTA system with 50 pglml of G418 (geneticin) (Sigma-Aldrich, Canada). PEnTA-AHSF 

cells were additionally selected for the pTR-DC/AHSF/GFP plasmid with 50 @ml of 

hygromycin (Sigma-Aldrich). CelIs were heat-shocked at 42°C for 30, 45, 60, or 90 min 

imrnediately prior to RNA isolation by submerging ceIl culture flash in a water bath. Control 

cells were kept at 37°C for equivdent time. AHSF induction in PErtTA-AHSF cells was 

achieved by addition of 1 pglml of doxycycline (Sigma-Aldrich) for 48 hrs prior to RNA 

isolation. 

RNA Isolation and Labeling 

TRizol reagent (Invitrogen) was used to isolüte totd RNA according to rnanufacturers 

instructions. One series of RNA isolations from the PErtT.4-AHSF ceils was performed using an 

RNeasy Midi kit (Qiagen). TypicaiIy. 5.0-12.0 x 10' cells were used for each sample isolation 

with the resulting yield 014-9 pg of RNA / 106 cells. The final RNA pellet was dissolved in 50 

or 100 yl of DEPC-ddH20. RNA was quantified by AZ0 spectrophotometry. Typical 

concentrütions varied berween 1 .O and 7.0 &/pl, while typicd i l~2~d.4~~~ ratios ranged from 1.4 

to 1.6. RNA samples were stored frozen at -70°C. 

For the filter array hybridizations the RNA was reverse-uanscribed in the presence of 

33~-labelled dATP. Each labeling reaction (80 y1 total volume) consisted of 30 pl of DEPC- 

ddHIO containing 20-25 pg of tord RNA and 18 pl of premixed labeling solution, which 

contained 10 y1 of 50mM oligo-dT primer (TIoVN. LOO prnoUpl), 10 pl of [ ~ ' P I - ~ A T P  (100 

pCi, 3000 Ci/mol, Redivue. hmersham), 4 pl of 20mM d.Nl'P rnix (6.67mM of each dGTP, 

d'lTP, dCTP), 16 pl of 5x Fust strand buffer (invitrogen) and 8 pl of O.IM DïT (Invitrogen). 

The samples were heated to 65°C for 5 min followed by IO min primer annealing at 37°C. RNA 

was reverse transcribed by adding 2 pl (200 unitdyl) of Superscript II reverse transcriptase 
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(Envitrogen) to the reaction and incubating for 1-2 h at 42°C. The incorporation efficiency was 

confirrned by scintillation counting in the following way: 1 pl of the sample was diluted 1:100 

and 2 pl of that solution was spotted on a DE81 grade anion exchange paper (Whatmann) in 

duplicate. Both strips of paper were dried for 5 min at 80°C in a gel dryer and then one of the 

two strips wiis washed in 100 mi of 0.5M Na2HP04 at room temperature for 20 min to remove 

unincorporated [c?~P]-~ATP. Both strips were then inserted into 2 mi of scintilhtion Iiquid and 

the counts per minute were measured for 1 min in a scintillation counter (Wallac 1400 DSA ver 

1.8). Typically 90% of [ d 3 p ] - d ~ l T  was incorporated into the cDNA. Remaining RNA was 

degraded by a 30 min incubation with 5N NaOH at 65°C followed by neutralization with 

equivalent 3M sodium acetate solution. 

For the dot bIot analyses, the above procedure was repeated except that 100 pCi of 

Redivue [d'pl-~ATP (3000 Cilmol, Amersham) was used as the radioactive label and 40 pg of 

total RNA was used for each sample. Additionally, hllowing the reverse transcription step, the 

unincorporated nucleotides were removed by gel filtration on Sephadex (3-25 (Amershan). Two 

ml of 1: 1 V/V mix of the Scphadex beads in ddH?O were used to purify each sarnple. The beads 

were dried by 5 min spin at 3,500~ g in a swinging-bucket centrifuge (Beckman). The labelhg 

reaction was deposited onto the surface and then spun again for 5 min spin at 3,500~ g to 

rccover the tiltered solution. 

For the rnicroarray hybridizations, 20 or JO pg total RNA samples were labeled with 

fluorescent cyanine dyes (Cy3 and Cy5). Each 42 pl labeling reaction consisted of 21 pl of 

DEPC-ddH@ containing the RNA and 19 pl of premixed labeling solution, which contrtined 4 

pl of 50mM oligo-dT primer (TtoVN, 100 pmollpl), 1 pl of either Cy3-dCTP or CyS-dCïP dye 

(lmM, Amersham), 2 pI of dNTP mix (10 mM of each dATP. dGTP, dTTP and 1 mM dCTP), 8 

pl of 5x fmt strand buffer (hvitrogen) and 4 pl of 0.1M DTT (Invitrogen). The samples were 
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heated to 65°C for 5 min followed by 10 min primer anneding at 37°C. RNA was reverse 

transcribed by adding 2 pl (200 unitslpl) of Superscript IT reverse transcriptase (Inviuogen) and 

incubating the samples for 2 h at 42°C. The reaction was stopped with 0.5 pl of 0.5M EDTA. 

Remaining RNA was degraded by a 10 min incubation with 5N NaOH (typically 2-4~1) at 65°C 

followed by neutralization with an equivalent volume of glacial acetic acid. The samples were 

next buffered with 50 pl of 50 mM Tris HCI, pH 7.5. At this stage the Cy3- and CyS-labeled 

cDNA samples were combined and precipitated together in 1 volume of isopropanol for 45 min 

at -70°C. The precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation in a microhge at 15,000~ g for 15 min 

at 4°C and washed with 200 pl OC cold 70% ethanol. The pellets were then processed as 

described in the Microarrny Hybridizarions section. 

Filter Array Hybndizations, imaging and Analysis 

The complex cDNA probe was hybridized to the GDA 1.3 m y  filters 2 and 3 (Genome 

Systems Inc.) essentiaily as outlined in the manufacturer's manuai. Al1 incubations were 

performed in a rotary Mini Hybridization Oven (Hybaid), rotating at 8 rpm. The 22cm x 12cm 

filters were always placed on nyIon rnesh (Hybaid) to dlow for ffuid circulation between the 

filters u d  the glass bottles (25Ox30mm, Hybaid). The fikers were pre-hybridized in 30 ml of 

DIG EasyHyb solution (Roche) for 3 h at 37°C. 33~-labeled cDNA derived from 20-25 pg of 

total RNA was diluted in 8 ml of pre-warmed DIG EasyHyb solution and allowed to hybridize 

for 18 hr at 37°C. FolIowing five washes in 200 ml of 0.1% SDS, 0 . 1 ~  SSC (2x at 37°C- 3x at 

50°C. 30 min each) at 8 rpm, the filters were wrapped tightly in plastic wnp while still wet and 

were exposed on general purpose phosphorimager screens (Molecular Dynamics) for 16 h. 

images were acquired using Storm 860 imaging system and imageQuant software (version 3.2) 

(Molecular Dynamics) scanning at 50 Pm. The images were imported into ArrayVision module 
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of Analyticai irnaging Systems software (AIS, version 3.0, haging Research) in which grid 

overlays and spot intensity quantification were performed. The comparison and statistical 

analyses of al1 spots' hybridization intensities were performed using proprietary software at 

Allelix Biopharmaceuticals (Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Each filter was stripped by 

incubation in 50 ml of O.IN NaOH solution for 45 min at 50°C followed with 3 washes in 100 

ml of 0.2M Tris pH 7.2, 0.1% SDS, 0 . 1 ~  SSC rit room remperature, 30 min each. Complete 

removal of probe was confirmed by phosphorimager scan. Stripped filters were stored at -20°C, 

wrapped and sealed in plastic bags between uses. The filters were reused up to five times. 

The following sets of hybridization were performed: control and hs (90 min) sampIes 

were hybridized to one filter each. After images were acquired. the filters were stripped and 

each sarnple was hybridized to the other filter (to control for tilter-specific spot variations). 

generating two more images. The four images were treated as a set and analyzed as one 

experiment. Two more independent RNA samples were isolated and the procedure was repeated 

for each of them (for total of three experimentai replicas). The GDA 1.3 array filters come as a 

set of three filters. Only filters 2 and 3 were used (as explained in Results section). 

Microarray HybBdizations, Imaging and Analysis 

Two types of human cDNA micromays were used in the study (University Health 

Network Microarray Centre (UHNMC), Toronto, Ontario, Canada). The high density (19K) 

arnys contain 19,200 cDNAs from the I.M.A.G.E. Consortium collection of directionally 

cloned, oligo(dT)-primed cDNA Libtaries (Lennon et al., 1996) and are analogous to che clone 

set spotted on the filter 1 of GDA 1.3 set. The smaller 1.7K arrays contain a subset of 1,700 

cDNA clones derived from the 19K set and include only cDNAs, whose translated partial 

sequences match those in Swiss-Prot protein database. In other words, the 1.7K rnicroarrays 
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contain sequences matching known proteins. More information about the rnicroarrays can be 

obtained at www.uhnres.utoronto.ca~services/microarrûy. 

Each combined Cy3 and Cy5-Iabeled cDNA pellet was resuspended in 30 pl (for I.7K 

arrays) or 70 pl (for 19K arrays) of DIG EasyHyb solution (Roche) by 10 min incubation at 

65°C. Each sample was spiked with 1 pg of heat denatured C,t-1 placental DNA (invitrogen). In 

the case of the 1.7K arrays, the probe solution was pipetted onto the 1.7K mays and covered 

with a 22mm x 50mm glas  coverslip (VWR, cat.# 48393059). The 19K arrays are printed on 

two glass slides and therefore the probe solution was pipetted between the surfaces of the two 

slides lying face to face, one on top of the other. The samples were hybridized for 18 h in a 

humid charnber at 37°C in an incubator. The humid charnber consisted of airtight plastic 

container, in which blotting paper (VWR 238) was rnoistened with 0.1 x SSC solution. 

Following the incubation. the cover slips were removed from 1.7K arrays by dippins them into 

0.1% SDS, O. lx SSC solution pre-warmed to 50°C. Hybridization solution was removed in three 

20 min washes with 0.1% SDS, 0 . 1 ~  SSC performed at 50°C in plastic coplin jars (VWR). The 

rnicroarrays were then rinsed in O. i x SSC and dried with cornpressed air. Images were acquired 

using a S c a n h a y  3000 (Packard BioChip Technologies, LLC) or GenePix 4000A (Axon 

instruments, inc.) scanner, in the form of 16-bit TIFF files. QuantAmy software (ver 2.0 GSI 

Lurnonics, Packard Biosysterns) was used to overiay grids, locdize spots (using the adaptive 

aigorithm setting) and quantify the total signal in each spot. QuantAmy output files were 

irnported into Exce12000 (Microsoft) for further analysis. 

The Cy3 and Cy5 signals on each microarray were normaiized by summing al1 the 

intensity values from either channei (Cy3 or Cy5) for each subarray and usine the ratio of the 

sums as a correction factor appIied to each spot's intensity value. (For exarnple, the sum of the 

intensities of ail spots in a pacticular subarray in the Cy3 image might be 1.3 urnes the surn from 
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the equivalent submay in the Cy5 image and therefore the individual intensity of every spot in 

that subarray on the Cy5 image would be multiplied by 1.3 to obtain the normalized value.) 

Background subtraction was not performed. Two parameters were used to identify differentially 

hybridized spots: average ratio is the ratio of the normalized spot intensity values from the 

treated sample over the control sample, averaged over al1 replica hybridizations. Average ratio 

values are reported as a fold increase or a fold decrease. For instance, a two-fold increase means 

the amount of hybridization signal in one image was twice the value observed in the control 

image. Average difference refers to the difference between the intensity of the spot in the treated 

sample and the intensity of the spot in the control sample, also averaged over al1 replica 

hybridizations (see the Resitlts section for more details). 

Three sets of multiple, unordered hybridization experiments were performed on the 

1,700-element arrays. in the first set, 90 min hs samples were compared to control samples. Five 

independently isolated RNA samples were hybridized to two arrays each for the total of ten 

hybridizations. Two hybridizations were performed for each RNA sample because fluor swap 

was performed, that is, in one labeling reaction Cy5 was used to label control sample and Cy3 

the hs sample and the reverse took place in the second reaction. Additionally, one control 

hybridization experiment was performed in which RNA from PEER cells heat-shocked for 90 

min at 42°C was compared to that from unshocked cells. 

The second set consisted of serial time course samples. RNA was isolated once from 

celIs heat-shocked for 30 and 60 min and twice for the 45 min time point. Fiuor-swap labeling 

and hybridization was performed for each sample. Data obtained from the first set was used for 

the 90 min tirne point. 

in the third set, sarnples from cells expressing Ahsf protein were compared to control 

samples. Five independently isolated RNA samples wzre hybridized with fluor swaps for the 
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total of [en hybridizations. Data genemted in the third set was then compared to data from the 

first set. Additionally, the forlowing control hybridizations were performed: PEER ceIIs treated 

with lpg/ml dox for 24, 48 and 72 hr versus untreated controls; and PErtTA cells treated with 

lyg/rnl dox for 14, 48 and 72 hr versus untreated controls. A minimum of two hybridizations 

(fluor-swapped) were performed for each control experiment. 

A single set of multiple, unordered hybridization experiments was performed using 

19,200-element arrays: 90 min hs simples were compared to conuol sampIes. Two 

independently isolated RNA sarnples were hybridized with fluor swaps for the total of four 

hybridizations. 

cDNA Clones 

Clones iden rified on filter cirmys 

Ten differentially expressed cDNA clones observed on the filter arrays were selected and 

ordered as glyceroï E. cuii stocks from Genome Systems, using each clone's tilter location as 

the clone specification ( d e r  to Table 2 in the Appendi-r for the s u m m q  of the cione 

information). The bacterid stocks were streaked on LB agar p h e s  with 50 @mi ampicillin. 

One colony was picked from each plate to inoculate O/N LB broth cultures containhg 50 pglrnl 

of ampicillin. PIasmid rnini-preps were then performed to recover the clones essentially as 

described in Sambrook et ai (Sambrook et ai., 1989). Plamid DNA was recovered from eight of 

the ten clones. The cDNA inserts were then amplified using polymerase chah reaction using 

prirners specific for Ldd BA and pT7T3D cloring vector, which were used to clone ail 

cDNAs in the I.M.A.G.E. collection. The entire PCR reaction (IO0 pl) was chen eIecaophoresed 

through a 1% agarose ge1 and the PCR products were extracted using Qiaex II Gel Extraction 

Kit (Qiagen, cat.# 20021). About 20-40 yg of eztch PCR product wu obtained. 
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The clones were then partially sequenced from the 5' end of the insen using the BigDye 

Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit (PE Applied Biosystems, # 4303500) and the AB1 Prism 377 

sequencer. The sequences obtained for the eight clones did not match the sequences in the 

Genome Systems database and therefore it was necessary to confinn that the clones we obtained 

were the sarne ones as the ones present in the spots, which were observed to be up-regulated on 

the filter arnys. Specific PCR primers were designed from the partial sequences for each clone 

and were used to amplify short (c200bp) products in the presence of [d 'pl-~CTP (3000 Cilmol, 

Amersharn). Radiolabled products were obtained for seven of the eight clones. The Iabeled PCR 

products were purified by gel filtration on Sephadex G-25 beads (Amersham) as before. Next, 

the individuai products were hybridized to the filter rtrrays essentiaily the same way as the 

complex probe hybridizations on filter arrays (see above). FolIowing phosphorimager scans the 

locations of the hybridized spots were compared to the original locations of the up-regulated 

clones. 

Clones idenrijïed on microarrays 

Foflowing the microarray analyses, ten clones were selected from the list of the cDNA 

clones identified as differentially expresscd and these clones were obtained from the University 

Heaith Network Microanïcly Center (seer to Table 3 in the Appendi-r for the summary of the 

UHNMC clone information). As before, the plasmid DNAs containing the cloned inserts were 

isolated in large quantities (>50 pg) and used as a template for PCR amplification of the inserted 

sequences. The amplicons were then purified through gel extraction with Qiaex ii Gel 

Extraction Kit (Qiagen, cat.# 20021) and used as targets in dot blot hybridizations as described 

below. About 40-50 pg of each PCR product was obtained. The cIones have not been 

sequenced. 
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Reverse Dot Blot Hybridizations 

Dot blots were prepared by spotting 2.5-5 pg of gel-extracted PCR product onto 

positively charged nylon membranes (Roche, car. # 1209272) using a Biorad" BioDot 

apparatus according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, the membrane was soaked in 

d m 2 0  for 10 min and placed in the biotting manifold on top of blotting paper (VWR). The 

DNA samples were diluted with ddHtO to 16.5 pl and denatured by mixing with 12 pl of 1M 

NaOH and 1 .5~1 of 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0. The samples were then boiled for 10 min. Wells were 

pre-washed with 500 pl of ddHIO under suction and the samples wen deposited by mild suction 

and then washed with 500 pI of 0.4N NaOH. The blotting apparatus wzi disassembled and the 

membrane was washed briefly with 2x SSC, then dried between two sheets of blotting paper and 

stored at 4°C until further use. 

The membrane was cut inco strips containing identicai sets of spots. The filter strips were 

pre-hybridized in 10 ml of DIG EasyHyb solution (Roche) for 3 h at 37°C in a Mini 

Hybriditation Oven (Hybaid), rotacing at 8 rpm. "P-labeled cDNA derived from 10 pg of total 

RNA from heat shocked (42°C' 90 min) or control (37'C) cells were diluted in 8 ml of pre- 

warmed DIG EasyHyb solution and dlowed to hybridize for 18 hr at 37°C rotating in the 

hybridization oven at 8 rpm in the smdl glas  hybridization bottles (15Ox30mm, Hybaid). 

Following five washes in 200 ml of O. 1% SDS, O. Ix SSC (2x at 37°C. 3x at SOT) at 8 rpm, the 

filters were wrapped tightly in plastic wrap while still wet and were exposed to Bio Max MS-1 

film (Kodak) at -70°C for 4-12 hrs. Dot blots were not reused. The dot blot hybridizations were 

repiicated twice, each time using a new pair of dot blot strips. 



Protein Extraction and Western Analyses 

Between 2-3 x 106 cells were spun down in a Beckman microcentrifuge at 5OOO rpm for 

2 min. Supernarats were aspirated and the ce11 pellets were resuspended in five volumes of 2 x 

SDS lysis buffer (Sambrook et al., 1989). The cells were then sonicated in three 15 s bursts 

separated by I min cooling on ice. The resulting exuacts were then assayed for protein content 

using BioRad Protein Assay (cat. #500-0006). according to manufacturer's inscmctions. Ten pg 

of cota1 celIuIar protein was loaded and separated on an 8% SDS polyacrylamide gel rit lOOV for 

70 min and elecuoblotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (BioTrace NT, Gelman) at JO0 rnA 

for 2 hr. Blots were blocked overnight in 5% powdered milk (Carnation) dissolved in TBST (20 

m M  Tris base, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween-30, pH 7.6). For M S F  detection the blots were 

probed with a polyclond antibody against human HSF (SR191, courtesy of C. Wu, NCVNM) 

(1:2,000 dilution in 2% gclatin (EiA Grade, BioRrid) in TBST) and ri gorit mti-rabbit secondary 

antibody conjugated to aikaline phosphatase (BioRad cat. # 17065 18) (1:2.000 dilution in 2 8  

gelatin/TBST). For hsp70 detection. blots were probed with rabbit polyclonaI anri-hsp7O 

antibody (Affinity Biorerigents, hc., Golden, Colorado: cat. # MA3-006) (1:3,0ûû dilution in 

2% geIatiflBST), followed by goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to alkaline 

phosphacase (BioRad cat. # 17065 18) (12,000 dilution in 1% gelatidiBST). The proteins were 

visudized by NBTBCIP (Invitrogen) detection following the manufacturer's instructions. 



D. Results 

Heat Shock Transcfiptional Profiles observed with Filter cDNA Arrays 

Prior to microarray technology becoming widely available, nylon filter-based arrays 

were used for pardiel transcription andysis. We employed Gene Discovery Arrays (version 1.3 

Genome Systems inc.) to search for novel hs genes. GDA 1.3 filter arrays consist of set of three 

filters containing -45,500 human cDNA clones spotted in duplicate. The clones come frorn the 

htegrated Molecular Analysis of Genomes and their Expression (IMAGE) coIIection (Lennon 

et al., 1996), which was created to collect and characterize al1 human cDNA libraries. The 

collection is comprised of 203,911 hurnan clones from over 40 cDNA libraries. These clones 

were clustered by Genome Systems to reduce redundancy resulting in 18,942 cIusters and 

39,943 non-clustered clones. Filter 1 in the GDA1.3 set contains only representacives of the 

clusters. while fiiters 2 iuid 3 contain 9,215 und 18,432 singleton clones respectively. Since rhe 

clone set comprising filter 1 was later used by University Health Network Microarray Centre to 

produce the human rnicroarrays cmployed in the remainder of this study, only frhers 7 and 3 

were probed to provide coverage of the entire clone set (see Figure 4 for details on the clone 

sec). 

Analysis of the filter array hybridizations involved searching for spots with a ratio of 

normdized intensities above two when cornpiuing the 90 min hs sample 10 the control sample. 

The clones for which duplicate spot intensities varied more that 50% were elirninated. Next, 

clones which did not show ratios above two in al1 three repIica hybndizations were eliminated. 

The experiments were then repeated using a new set of filters to eliminate fdse positives created 

by filter-specific effects such as spot dragging and spot overlaps. Twenty-five clones with 

reproducible ratios ,geater than two on replica filters were selected this way. Further analysis of 

dl 25 clones was not feasible and therefore, to Iimit the List further, eight clones showing the 



Figure 4. Schematic representation of the array coverage of the 1.M.A.G.E. clone set. 

Al1 arrays used in this study were made using cDNA clones from the set. The tilter arrays were 
spotted with the entire bactena1 cultures transformedwith plasrnids containing the cDNA clones 
whi1e glass rnicroarrays were spotted with PCR amplicons replicating these clones. 
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highesc consistency of hybridization values were selected. This was an arbirrary selecrion and 

since the anaiysis criteria were set to be highly suingent, it is Iikely many of the rernaining 

seventeen clones represent up-regulated transcripts. 

The eight chosen clones were obtained from Genome Sysrems and pmiaily sequenced. 

UsabIe sequences were obtained for seven of the eight clones. The sequences were used in 

BLAST searches of GenBank sequence database. The results revealed that one of the seven 

clones matched a human Hsp4O (DnaJ) gene (Acc. NM-006 145), one did not match any known 

gene, one closely matched a Little known Se@ gene (small EDRK-rich factor 2, Acc. 

XM-007539) and four matched various portions of the mitochondrial 16s large rRNA 

sequence. Unexpectedly, none of the sequences matched the sequences that Genome Systems 

database linked to the spot locations. To confimi the clones we obtained were in fact the siune as 

the clones present in the up-regulated spots, 32~-labe~ed shon PCR amplicons specific for the 

Hsp#O and 16s rRNA were hybridized individudly to filter 3. The HspclO-specific probe 

hybridized tu the same pair of spots observed on the original fiIter 3 hybridizations (see Figure 

5). In contrat, the 16s rRNA probe hybridized to multiple pairs of spots (at l e s t  eight), two of 

which matched the position and orientation of the spots identified in the original hybridizations 

(data not shown). The facr that these t h e  pairs of spots were confimed by the probe-specific 

hybridizations indicates the clones we ~ce ived  were the same ones we requested. 

Among the seven sequenced clones, the increases in hybridization intensity ranged €rom 

2.3-fold to 3.8 fold (see Figure 6). The actud hybridization signais ranged from weak to 

moderate. that is none of the spots showed high hybridization levels indicative of highly 

expressed genes. in fact, t h e  of the seven clones did not show derectable hybridization above 

background in the control samples. Three oFthe up-regulated spot pairs are shown in Figure 7. 



Figure 5 .  Hybridization of Hsp40-specific probe to a fdter array in order to confirm the identity 
of the clone. 

A) The HspJO clone obtained from Genorne Systems [nc. \vas used to amplifi a 32P-labeled 
PCR product, which was then hybt-idized to the filter on which the clone was originally identi- 
fied. Two spots are observed because each clone is spotted in duplicate. The position of the 
spots agrees with the position of up-regulated spots observed in the initial hybridization experi- 
ments (B). 





Figure 6. Heat shock-induced up-reguiation of transcripts detected un Genome Sysrerns GDA 1.3 
filter cDNA arrays 2 and 3. 

The bars represent the average of hybridization intensities observed for the selected clones (ist. 
dzv.. 1141. These clones showed a consistent two-fold or greater increase in the amount of 
hybridization benveen the heat shock (42°C) and controI treatments (37°C) in PErtTA cells. 
Fold increase or decrease is defined as a multipIe of the control vûlue, e.g. a hvo-fold increase 
means the amount of hybridization signal in one image was nvice the value observed in the 
contrd image. Blast searches using the sequences comsponding CO these clones revealed one 
match to a known heat shock gene (Hsp4O), four matches to mitochondriai 16s rRJ?!A. one to an 
unchancterized Se@ gene previoudy not known to be heat-shock inducible. and one that did 
not resemble any known sequences. 
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Figure 7. Examples of hybridization changes observed on the filter arrays. 

A) An exampIe of 3.8-iold up-regulation in transcription for a mt t 6s r W A  transcript that was 
present in the celis prior to heat shock. B) A heat shuck-associated induction of a Hsp4O tran- 
script that is either not present or present in only few copies in che control cells (3.6-fold induc- 
tion relative to the background levels). C) A relatively low increase (2.3-fold) in hybridization 
intensity of another mt I6SrRNA clone. C - control celIs (unstressed), hs - heat shocked cells 
(90 min at 42°C). The images tvere screen-captured frorn the ArrayVision module of Analytical 
haging Station sohvare (MS, version 3.0, Irnaging Research). 
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Reverse dot blot bybridizations were set up to conhm up-regdatition of the seven clones 

in cells heztt-shocked for 90 min, PCR amplicons of the cDNA insens were used as targcts in 

thesc hybridizntiofis. "P-labeled probe was made by reverse transcribing RNA from control and 

heat-shocked cells. Al1 seven clones showed higher hybridization signais in the hs sampie 

compared to control sample (see Figure 8A). 

The andysis of the filter-arrciy resulcs revealed a large variation of results between 

replica filters and replica experiments. A single hybridization set on a single filter would 

typically generate several hundred positives that change two-fold or more. However. a 

cornparison of the lis& generated on replica filter mays would show only 60 to LOO positives in 

cornmon. Repeating the experiments with replica RNA samples further narrowed the list of 

clones to 25.  in other words, less than 10% of the clones observed as up-regulrited in a single 

hybridization were O bserved consistently. Such Iarge variation made i t impossible to establish a 

consistent transcriptional profile of hs response using filter amys. Furtherrnore, each positive 

clone needed to be sequence-verified because the Genome Systems database was unreliable for 

the correct identification of clone sequences. For these reasons, further anaiyses were performed 

on the glass-based microarrays. 

Heat Shock Transcriptional Profiles Observed with cDNA-bused Microarruys 

in the next set of cxperiments, 1.7K microarrays representing 1,700 cDNAs were used to 

examine the hs response. These arrays contain only cDNA sequences matching to genes coding 

for proteins found in the SwissProt database and thus represent generally well characterized 

genes. They aiso form a subset of the 19,300-cDNA amys used later on in th is  study. 



Figure 8. Dot blot hybridizations confirm the hs-induced change of expression of selected genes. 

Reversed dot blots hybridizations were used to confum the up-regdation of selected transcnpts 
detected using array hybridizations. PCR amplicons of the selected cDNA clones were spotted 
on a positively charged nylon membrane and used as targets against complex 32P-labeled probe 
From unstressed cells (top row in A and B) and cells heat shocked for 90 min at 42°C (bottom 
row in Aand B). Cot DNA was used as a loading standard. As a negative control only buffer (no 
DNA) was sponed in one of the spots. 
A) üp-regulation of al1 seven transcripts identified with filter arrays is observed on dot blots as 
well. Signal intensity is increased by 1.440 2.3-fold. 
B) Up-regulation of five transcripts and dom-regdation of one transcript identified on 19K 
rnicroarrays are confirmed on dot blots as well. 
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Ln order to identify the differentiaily expressed genes from the rnicroamy data, the 

gIobal intensity of the Cy3 and CyS signais for each microarray was FIrst normalized (see 

Mareriois & Methods for description of the nomaiizauon protocol used). Next, dl spots whose 

difference of normalized intensities was consistencIy higher than twice the average background 

and whose ratios of normalized intensities were consistenrly higher than 1 were selected. Five 

independentIy isolated RNA samples (two hybridizations per smple) were used to elirninate 

effects due to cell culture variations or any orher randorn variations in gene expression. Only rhe 

spots satisfying the above criteria across ai1 ten microarray hybridizations were considered 

further. Analyzed this way, the comparison of samples from controi (37°C) and heat shocked 

(42°C) ceIIs reveaied tweIve up-regulated transcripts and three down-regulated ones (see Figure 

9). The up-regulated genes include five well-known hsp genes (Hsp70, Hsp60, HspJO, Hsc7I 

and HspJ7), a Lesser-known heat-inducible transcript CIZOO (Acc. H M 2  1 ). ünd six novel hs 

genes: kinase Clkl ( Acc. AAW6 I K ) ,  sodiurn/myo-inositol co-transporter (SLCSA3) ( Acc. 

HSOW), a homolog of Hsp#O/DnnJ (Acc. N17599), TtîFI155 (Acc. AA0366491, microsornai 

stress70 ATPase (Stch) (Acc. R13040) and polypyrirnidine tract binding protein (PTB) (Acc. 

N24229). The three repressed genes matched to a hsp binding immunophilin FKBP52 (Acc. 

N47912), histone H3.3 (Acc. W3L509) and an unknown sequence (Am. R86898). The five 

known hs genes dispIayed markedly higher increases in hybridization intensities than the 

remaining twelve differentialIy expressed genes. hterestingly, two other hs genes present on the 

microarrays, Hsp90aand HsplO, were unchanged after hs. 

Having established a consistent pattern of heat shock-induced transcriptionai changes we 

repeated the experiment using 19,200-cDNA m y s .  We detected 41 elemencs, representing 36 

different genes, which show up-reguhtion after 90 min hs (Table 1). The list includes seven hs 

genes, another eleven genes of known hnction, four uncharacterized genes and fourteen 



Figure 9. Trmscripts differentiaiiy expressed in PErtTAcells heat shocked for 90 min at 42°C 
and detected on 1,700-cDNA microanays. 

Both the average ratio (A) and the average difference (B) of normalized hybridization intensi- 
ties are shown (n=t 0). For (B) the intensity scde represents the average pixel intensity within 
a spot on a 16-bit TIFF image with minimum value of O and maxirnum value of 64,000. 

HSP - heat shock protein, HSC - heat shock cognate. CL100 - protein tyrosine phosphatase 
~1100, CLKl - CDC-like kinase 1, NaMYO - sodium/myoinositol cotransporter, HSJ-l - dnd 
homolog, TM1155 - TBP-associated factor Li 55kd, STCH - microsomd stress 70kd ATPase 
precursor, PTB - polypyrimidine tract-binding protein, FKBP - FK306 binding protein 
(immunophilin), UKN - unknotvn sequence, H3.3 - histone H3 farnily 3 (see text and Table 1 
for accession numbers of these clones) 
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Table 1. Transcripts differentially expressed in heat-shocked PErtTA cells detected on 19,200- 
cDNA microarrays. Each cDNA is identified by GenBank accession nurnber. the average ratio 
and the average difference of normaIized hybridization intensities ( n 4 ) .  There are 41 slernents 
showing up-regulation afier 90 min hs. which represent 36 different genes. These include seven 
hs genes, another fifteen known genes not previously shonn to be hs genes. and fourteen se- 
quences without a match to any known genes. Eight transcripts showed repression. 



Name GenBank Average Average 
Accession # Ratio Difference 

hsp7O T74240 16.8 25532 
hsp70 N20844 16.3 34006 

hsp70 hornolog Hl7513 10.4 20205 
hsp40 R08623 18.0 20368 
hsp40 W63752 9.9 32730 

bp47 AA010141 9.3 13380 
hsp105 W40235 7.4 25674 
hsp60 MO261 55 1.9 12505 
hsc7l H62557 1.6 731 1. 

molybdopterin synthase sulfurylase Rl7728 14.6 26234 
pmtein tyrosine phosphatase CL100 R79387 7.1 3965 
pmtein tyrosine phosphatase CL100 H M 9 5  4.6 3919 
protein tyrosine phosphatase CL100 H291 36 3.5 3907 
sodium/rnyo-inositol colransporter H20548 3.7 4845 
hsp40 homolog R45428 2.5 5539 
zinc finger protein W89013 2.2 3116 
protein kinase CLK-1 MO46086 2.0 455 1 
protein kinase CM-1 HO8451 1.9 2633 
PIP5-kinase H68440 2.0 8438 
rnt phenflalaninetRNA synthetase W68659 2.0 9332 
HMG-14 DNA-binding protein R21373 1.9 15564 

T-plasUn 3 AM583 18 1.4 7373 
rnicrosornal stress 70 prolein ATPase R40424 1.3 4016 
HSPC071 R34109 2.7 4378 
p80-coilin W88942 2.2 8332 
calcyclin binding pmtein N58731 2.2 5305 
succinate dehydrmenase subunit W1731 1 1.5 1 0092 

hypothetical pmtein SB0148 H45110 6.7 1 0987 
hypathetical protein MGCf 0848 AA134750 5.8 9123 
unknown gene N71361 3.8 4902 
unknown gene Hg5716 3.1 3098 
unknown gene R34439 2.4 6368 
hypothetical pmtein OKRp5471094 N29582 2.0 10924 
unknown gene AA213820 1 .8 4562 
unknown gene AA056998 1.7 7946 
unknown gene H43974 1.7 5423 
unknomi gene AA129501 1.6 9420 
unknown gene R I  1336 1.5 5623 

unknown gene W529E)Z 1.4 5629 
unknown gene AA131302 1.3 6800 
unknown gene R 1 8947 1.3 4721 

unknown gene AA213820 -1.6 -6044 

high-rnobility chmrnosornal pmtein H 2 7 m  -1 .S -5823 
unknown gene MW9950 -1.5 -6861 
unknown gene R24295 -1.5 -6661 1 unlmun gens Tg5863 -1 .5 4823 
SWIISNF-related protein N a695 -1.4 -6452 
poiy(A)-binding protein RI7538 -1.4 -4003 

unknown gene RE6898 -1.2 -6229 
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sequences without a match to known genes. HsplO, Hsp27 and Hsp90 did not show up- 

regulated expression even though they were present on the arrays. Eight transcripts showed 

repression. including the SWUSNF-related SMARCBI gene. Out of the 15 differentiaily 

expressed transcripts observed on the 1.7K arrays, four were not detected in the large-scaie 

anaiysis (TAm55, PTB, histone H3.3 and FKBP52). 

We atcernpted to confirrn the obsemed transcnpt changes for ten selected clones using 

reverse-dot blot hybridizations. Detectable changes were observed for the foilowing cDNA 

clones: Hsp70. Hsp40, Cf100 (Acc. # R79387), two unknown cDNAs (Acc. #s AA134750 and 

N7 L36 1), and the down-regulated SMARCBI gene (Acc. # N63695) (see Figure 8B). We were 

unable to confirrn up-regulation for Hsp47 cDNA and three more unknown cDNAs. AI! four 

unconfirmed clones displayed low hybridization signais on the dot blots. suggesting that the dot 

blot technique we used may not be sensitive enough to detect the changes observed on 

microarrays. 

T h e  Dependence of the hs-lnduced Transcn@tional Changes 

We selected 90 min of hs as a representative tirne point to observe hs-induced 

transcriptional changes since studies in other cultured human ce11 lines, such as HeLa ceIIs, 

indicate the hs uanscript levels do not fail until 130 min of hs (Abravaya et ai., 199 1). However, 

it is possible that different transcripts may be affected differently over the 90 min of hs. To test 

whether the 90 min time point is representative of changes occumng up to that point we 

exmined samples frorn cells heat shocked for 30.45 and 60 min on 1,700-cDNA arrays. Figure 

LO illustrates the changes in average ratio over time for ten of the twelve up-regulated transcripts 

identified earfier. For seven transcripts, the 90 min time point represents the highest ratio as 

their transcrïpts steadily accumulated. Clkl and TAFII55 transcripts show a slight dmp in ratio 



Figure 10. Average ratio of induction of ten selected transcripts varies within the first 90 min of 
hs. 

RNAsamples were collected from PErtTAcells heat-shocked at 42°C for 20.45.60 and 90 min 
and analyzed on 1,700-cDNA rnicroarrays. Note the different scales used to represent the weii- 
known hs gene transcripts (A) fiorn the other five transcripts (El). 

HSP - heat shock protein. HSC - heat shock cognate, CL100 - protein tyrosine phosphatase 
~1100, CLKl - CDC-like kinase 1, NaMYO - sodiumlmyoinositol cotransporter. HSJ-I - dnaJ 
homolog, TM1155 - TBP-associated factor II 55kd (see text and Table 1 for accession numbers 
of these clones) 
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between the 60 min and 90 min time points. These changes are smdl enough to be a result of a 

measuring enor. The Na'lmyo-inositol CO-transporter shows a decidedly different profile with 

maximum ratio of 4.8 at 45 min, which then falls to 2.2 at 90 min. This indicates the 

transcriptiond induction of some umscripts may peak in the earlier phases of hs. However, if 

earlier tirne points were used certain transcripts rnay remain undetected. For example. the Hsp4O 

homolog HSJ-1 did not show a detectable change prior to the 90 min tirne point. Furthemore, 

no spots showed repression before the 90 min tirne point, most likely because the turnover times 

of RNAs are such that significant decrease of transcript levels are unlikely before that tirne. 

These results indicate chat analysis of heat-induced char,ges at 90 min of treatrnent is a good 

compromise between avoiding the effects of attenuation and the need to observe the fulI extent 

of the transcriptional changes occurring during hs. 

Transcrijrtional Profile Induced by Active HSF in the Absence of Heat 

The heat shock transcription factor I (HSF) is the established activator of heat shock 

gene transcription in rnarnrnals (Wu, 1995). It is not clear, however, whether HSF is solely 

responsible for al1 of the transcriptiond changes observed during hs. To examine this question, a 

PEER ce11 line was stably transfected with a retracydine-regulated expression vector carrying a 

uuncated human hsf coding sequence. hsfa03-316. HSF is thought to rernain inactive under 

normal conditions due to the presence of a repression dornain that negatively regulates DNA 

binding and transcriptional activation (Shi et al., 1995; Zuo et al., 1994). The A203-3 16 deletion 

in the HSF molecule removes this dornain and the resulting PErtTA-AHSF cells express a 

constitutively active HSF when treated with doxycycline (dox), a tetracycline-like antibiotic. 

This allows for the induction of HSF activity in the absence of heat or any other stress stimulus. 

Western analysis indicated that strong induction of HSFAî03-316 occurred &ter 48 hr 
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doxycycline treatment and lead to production of hsp70 protein at levels comparable to a 90 min 

hs (see Figure 11). We repeated the micmarray hybridizations on 1,700-cDNA arrays, 

substituting 90 min hs treatment with 48 hr dox induction of HSFA203-316. That is, we 

performed ten microarray hybridizations using five repiica RNA sarnples (two hybridizations 

per sample) and anaiyzed the data as before. A cornparison of the transcriptional changes 

observed due to heat shock with those due to expression of active HSF in the absence of heat 

revealed significant differences (see Figure 12). In HSFA203-3 16-expressing cells, only six 

genes were detected to be consistendy up-regulated (Hsp70, Hsp60, Hsp40, Hsc71, 

polypyrirnidine tract binding protein and HTFS transcription factor) and no repressed transcripts 

were observed. intcrestingly, HTF4 (Acc. N23578) up-regulation was not observed in the heat 

shock experiments. Conversely, seven of the twelve transcripts up-regulated during hs showed 

no detectable change due to expression of HSFA203-3 16. Moreover, expression of HSFA203- 

3 16 caused smaller average differences between samples for al1 genes except Hsp70, Hsp6O and 

polypyrimidine tract binding protein. SimiIarly, the ratios of hybridization intensities were Iower 

for ail transcripts when compared to hs. The most pronounced difference between the hs and 

AHSF treritments was observed for the HspJ7 cranscript. Prior to both treritments, HspJ7 showed 

hybridization signai close to background, however. after 90 min hs the signai strength increased 

about IO-fold and was readily detecrable. in cells expressing AHSF this up-regulation was not 

observed as the signal remained close to background. Treatrnents of the parent PErtTA ce1 line 

with dox did not result in detectable transcriptional changes (see Figure 13A in the Appendix) 

suggesting the changes observed in PErtTA-AHSF cells were the result of AHSF expression and 

not the secondary effects of doxycyciine. 



Figure 1 1. Western blot analysis coniïrrns the expression of HSFA203-3 16 protein and the re- 
sulting incrcase of hsp70 protein levels. 

A) Western hybridization analysis was used Io confirrn the expression of the HSFA203-3 16 
protein in PErtTA-AHSF treated with doxycycline for 48 h. B) The expression of the HSFA203- 
3 16 protein resulted in increslsed hsp70 levers comparable to those seen after 90 min hs. 
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Figure 12. A comparison of transcriptional changes induced by hs and by expression of consti- 
mtively active HSFA203-3 16 in the absence of heat. 

The average ratio (A) and the average difference (B) of normalized hybridization intensities are 
s h o w  for the ciones shotving changes expression in cells treated with 90 min hs at 42°C (light 
blue bars) and in cells expressing HSFA203-3 16 (purple bars). Each bar is an average of ten 
measurements aquired from 1.7K rnicroarrays. For (B), the intensity scale represents the aver- 
age pixel intensity within a spot on a 16-bit T F  F image with min value of O and max value of 
64,000. Only 4 of the 12 clones observed to be up-regulated during heat shock (see figure 2) are 
up-regulated by HSFAî03-3 16 at room tempeme and no down-regulated clones are observed. 
Note that one clone [HEB) is observed to be up-regulated by HSFA203-3 16 but not heat shock. 

HSP - heat shock protein, CLIO0 - protein tyrosine phosphatase c1100, CLKl - CDC-Like ki- 
nase 1, NaMYO - sodium~myoinositol cotransporter, HSJ-1 - dnd  homolog , T'MU55 - TBP- 
associated factor [I 55kd, STCH - microsomal stress 70kd ATPase precursor, HEB - transcrip- 
tion factor HTF4, PTB - polypy-rimidine tract-binding protein, FKBP - FK506 binding protein 
(immunophilin), WKN - unknown sequence, H3.3 - histone H3 family 3 
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E. Discussion 

Identification of New hs Genes 

The initiai experiments with nylon filter-based arrays revealed at least two novel 

moderately up-regulated hs-inducible transcripts with hybridization values and ratios similar to 

Hsp4O detected in the same screen. Since only the unclustered portion of the GDA 1.3 filters was 

probed, detection of any of the well-known hsp genes was no[ expected and with the exception 

of HspJO, none were found. Finding Hsp4O was not surprising because it has been identified and 

cloned in mammais relatively recently (Hattori et ai., 1993; Ohtsuka, 1993) and after the cDNA 

libraries comprising the I.M.A.G.E. collection were made (Lennon et ai., 1996). 

Four of the up-regulated spots turned out to match various portions of the rnitochondrial 

16s ribosomd RNA, which was initially unexpected since the cDNA libraries were derived by 

priming with poly(T) primers CO reverse transcribe only polyadenylated RNAs. However, funher 

investigation reveaied a study indicating that mitochondrial 16s rRNA is, in fact, 

polyadenylated (Baserga et ai., 1985). which would explain the presence of these transcripts in 

the original cDNA libraries. The fact that four separate clones matched the rnitochondrial 16s 

ribosomal RNA shows the expression of this gene is affected by hs. There are no reports in the 

scientific literature indicating that mitochondriai gene expression changes during hs; however, 

there is a study reponing that the transcription of the ribosomd RNAs is repressed by hs in 

mouse cells (Ghoshai and Jacob, 1996). It is unclear at this tirne what rnechanism may link the 

hs response to the mitochondriai rRNA gene uanscription. 

For the two remaining up-regulated transcripts identified in the screen, the first does not 

match any known genes but has a 95% homology to a hypotfieticai protein FU20585, predicted 

from the recently sequenced human genome. The second is identical to a part of Se$ gene. 

Serf;! codes for a s m d  EDRK-rich factor, a nuclear protein characterized by a domain 
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exceptionaiIy rich in serine residues and hence also temed DRS-protein. The protein occurs in 

two different fonns in the ribonucleoprotein-particles cdled "speckles" (Scharf et ai., 1998). 

Theoretical structure analysis reveais that s e f i  is a highly charged protein, may bind nucleic 

acids and contains a helix-turn-helix motif (Proteorne, unpublished data). 

Since we have followed up on only eight out of 25 clones identified in the screen, it is 

likely that additional novel hs-inducible genes cm be discovered through sequencing and 

confimatory experiments of the other seventeen clones. Yet, even though filter arrrty andysis 

did result in the identification of hs-inducible genes, the amounr of variation observed between 

replica filters (-60-90%) has raised doubts about the efficiency of this methodology to clearly 

characterize the hs response. In addition, as reported earlier. the sequencing of the seven clones 

revealed a disagreement with the sequences that Genome Systems had rnatched to the positions 

of the spots seen up-regulated in our experimenis. This could mean either that the cDNA clones 

we obtained from Genome Systems were not the ones we ordered or that the clones were correct 

but the sequences that Genome Systems has assigned CO these dones were incorrect. Four lines 

of evidence indicate that the later alternative is true. Fint. one of the clones we obtained turned 

out to be a hs gene (Hsp4O) md it is highiy unlikely that this would happen if the wrong clones 

were sent. Second, four of the seven up-replated transcripts were multiple clones of the same 

gene (mt 16s rkVA). Again this would be improbable if seven wrong clones were shipped. 

Third, al1 seven clones showed hs-induced up-replation in dot bloc hybridization experiments. 

Finally, Iabeled PCR products complernentary with Hsp40 and mt 16s rRNA sequences 

hybridized to the spots in the correct position on the filter amy #3. 

The probkm then appears to be that the sequences assiped to each spot position by 

Genome Systems are incorrect. This may be caused by sequence contamination in the 

I.M.A.G.E. collection from which Genome Systems acquired the cDNAs. A cecent report 
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indicates that as much as 40% of the I.M.A.G.E. cIones may be assigned incorrect sequence data 

because the cultures in which they are rnaintained were contaminated (Hdgren et ai., 3001). 

Aitematively, the clone IDs associated with specific positions on the GDA1.3 amys were 

incorrectly assigned at some point in the production of the arrays. in either case, clones obtaïned 

from Genorne Systems or any other distributor of the I.M.A.G.E. clones need to be verified in 

two ways - once for their identity and once for their differentiai expression. This and the lack of 

reproducibility observed for the filter m y s  Iead to further experimenrs being petiormed using 

g l a s  micromys. 

The micmmay-based anaiysis using arrays with 1.700 cDNAs revealed that Hsp4O 

( D n d )  is the most induced transcript in the PEER T-lymphocytes as well as the most rapidly 

induced one. The heat shock cognate gene Hsc71 show similar change in the transcript levels, 

while three other hs tnnscripts, Hsp70, H.sp6O and HspJ7, also showed strong up-regulation. 

Seven other transcnpts showed srnaII-ta-moderate induction of which only Cil00 was 

previously shown ta be heai-inducible. CI100 is a dual specificity phosphatase, which is a 

known repressor of MAP kinases (AIessi et al., 1993) and has been reported to be heat-inducible 

in fibroblasts (ishibashi et d., 1994; Keyse and Ernslie, 1992). Clkl is a recently characterized 

dual specificity kinase (Johnson and Smith, 1991) whose transcription is affected by 

cycloheximide stress in PC12 cells (Menegay et al., 2000). Na'lmyo-inositol CO-transporter 

(SLC5A3) plays a role in osmoregulation and has been shown to be induced by osmotic stress 

(Mallee et al., 1997). Its early detection during ns may indicate that the heat shock treatment 

caused osmotic stress early on, especidly since the transcript was unchanged when AHSF was 

expressed in the absence of heat stimuius (as described below). HSJ-I is one of the growing list 

of homologs of human Hsp40 and bacterial DnaJ genes (Ohtsuka and Hata, 1000). The gene 

was initially found in neurons from patients s u f f e ~ g  from Alzheimer's disease (Cheetham et 
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al., 1992). TAFn55 is subunit of TFIID cornplex, which has k e n  shown to interact directly with 

a number of transcriptionai activators (Chimg and Roeder, 1995). Microsornai stress70 ATPase 

Srch is a member of the Hsp70 family of stress proteins first cloned in rat (Otterson et ai,, 1994). 

Scch mRNA IeveIs were reported not to be affected by heat shock in human lung cancer cells 

(Otterson and Kaye, 1997). Polypyrimidine-tract-binding protein coded by the PTB gene is 

involved in pre-mRNA splicing and internai-ribosonid-entry-site-dependent translation (Oh et 

ai., 1998). WC dso found the levels of three tmscripts to be repressed during hs and of these, 

the one coding for the FK506-binding protein (FKBPSZ), is of particular interest as it was 

reponed to be a hear shock protein (HsplTd) in iM-9 cells (Sanchez, 1990), yet in Drosophiia the 

mRNA levels for this protein were found to decrertse in heat-shocked embryos (Leemans et ai,, 

2000). FKBP52 is a member of well-chxacterized fatnily of immunophilins, which interact with 

Hsp90 and steroid complexes (Prütt and Toft, 1997). 

The larger scde andysis using 19,200-cDNA microarrays resulted in detection of two 

more known hs trançcripts, 24 more novel heat-inducible trmscripts (ten of which represent 

known genes) and seven more repressed transcripts (Table 1). Since ai1 the clones present on the 

1,700-cDNA rnicroamys are also part of the 19,200-cDNA set, we expected to confirm d l  15 

differentially expressed trrtnscripts observed on the smaller arrays in the large-scale andysis; yet 

four of them were not (TMIf55, PTB, histone H3.3 and FKBP52). This could indicate the four 

genes were faisely identified as differentiaiiy expressed. However, ai1 four show very smali 

changes in the transcript levels (ratios of 1.2 to 1.7) on 1.7K m y s  and therefore it is 1ikeIy that 

these m s c n p t s  were missed because only four hybridizations were perfomed on the 19,200- 

cDNA m y s  (as opposed to ten on 1,700 arrays), which cesulted in lower sensitivity. This is 

confimed by the observation chat the lists of differentially expcessed genes were progressively 

Iess consistent with fewer replica RNA sarnples used. In other words, the capacity of the array 
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anaiysis to positively identify differentidy expressed genes fails s fewer replicates are used in 

the anaiysis (see Chnpter 3, section A for more detailed discussion on the topic of variation in 

array data). 

Three hsp clones present on the 19K arrays (Hsp90, Hsp26 and Hspl O) have not shown 

detectable change in any of the hs samples. Since the exact number of different types of hsps 

varies considerably between organism and between ceil types (Burdon, 1986). it is possible 

these genes are not hs-regulated in the PEER cells. It has been previously demonstrated that hs 

gene expression c m  v q  even between separate subclones of the same ce11 line (Matthopoulos. 

1986). Since no previous reports address hs in PEER ce11 line we cannot conchde whether our 

observations are tme for ail PEER cells or jusc in our clones. However, other studies have 

reponed the hs-induced up-regulation of HsplO and Hsp90 genes in other T cells (Hansen et ai.. 

199 1; Samaii et ai., 1999) so their lack of up-regulation in heat-shocked T-cells is not typicai of 

ail T-lymphocytes. 

The Role of Heat in the hs Transcriptional Response 

in the second part of the study we were interested in deterrnining whelher the 

transcriptionai changes observed during hs are ail HSF-dependent events. In other words. does 

heat induce or repress any genes by acting un pathways other than the HSF induction pathway? 

In order to answer this question we needed to distinguish the effects of heat from the effects of 

activated HSF. Previous studies have attempted this by Iooking at the hs response induced by 

non-heat inducers such as chemicais, amino acid anaiogs or physiologicai stresses such as 

ischemia (Nagao et ai., 1990). Unfortunately, these alternate inducers themselves may cause 

HSF-independent transcriptional changes, which are hard to uncouple from the effects of HSF 

activation thus making any conclusions from such studies ambiguous. We avoided this problem 
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by using a HSF that is constitutively active under non-hs conditions. Since the induction of the 

expression of th& constitutively active form occurs by addition of an inducer (dox) in the 

absence of heat, the resulting vanscriptional changes are heat-independent and no HSF- 

independent transcriptional effects should be observed. The possibility of any secondary effects 

of the inducer was eliminated by the fact that the parent cell line not carrying the hsfA203-3 16 

coding sequence did not show any transcriptional changes in the presence of do.uycycline (see 

Figure 14). 

Our tïndings suggesr that activation of HSF in the absence of hs is not sufficient to 

induce the sarne transcriptiond changes as those observed during hs. There are several possible 

explanations why the heat-induced and HSF-induced uanscriptiond profiles differ. As with any 

structural mutation, it is possible that the deletion in the HSF molecule changed its activity in 

more ways than the desired effect of removing repression. For example, the changes in structure 

may have caused weakening of its transactivation activity Ieriding to srnaller up-regulation of the 

major hs genes and lack of induction of the rninor ones. In fact, AHSF did cause smaller changes 

than hs in transcript levels for 1 I of the 15 genes affected during hs, however these reductions 

were not uniform for aII I I  transcripts. While the up-regulation of Hsp4O was reduced by about 

2-fold, the up-regulation of HspJ7 was completely abolished. This argues against a simple and 

uniform weakening of the transcriptional activity of the mutated HSF. 

The second possibility is that the structural changes affected the DNA-binding activity of 

AHSF and resulted in a srnaller number of the hs gene promoters being bound by HSF. 

However, this cannoc be the soIe reason for the observed differences because M S F  expression 

induced an up-replation of HTF4 hanscript, which was not observed during hs. Additiondly, 

other studies in which a similarly mutated form of HSF was used did not report a decreased 
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DNA-binding in the band shift assays, indicating the DNA-binding activity of HSF remained 

unaffecred (Green et al., 1995; Newton et ai., 1996; Xia et al., 1999). 

A third potential explnnation involves the different time scales involved in the two 

treatments. The inductions of AHSF is a much more gradua! effect than the 90 min hs freatment. 

WhiIe it was determined that 48 hr induction of AHSF expression by dox leads to approximately 

the same rnRNA (by Northem analysis, see Figure 13 in the Appendix) and protein levels of 

hsp70 (by Western ualysis, sec Figure 11) as a 90 min hs, it is still possible that the high level 

of hsps induced over a Iong period of time does have an effect on the attenuation of the 

transactivation properties of AHSF. To mess  rhis possibility, RNA samplcs from 24 h and 72 h 

AHSF expression experiments were dso andyzed using 1,700-cDNA mays and no significant 

differences were observed between these samples and rhe 48 h sample used in rhis srudy (results 

not shown). Moreover, hsp70 mhVA Ievek do increase between 24 and 48 h sampies (see 

Figure 13), which suggests that attenuation is not occumng prior to 48 h of AHSF expression, ac 

least for the transcription of hsp70 mRNA. 

Finally, the most intriguing explanation of the differences observed between the heat- 

induced and MSF-induced transcriptional profiles is that they are caused by the lack of the heat 

stirnuhs. The precise mechmism by which heat might augment the native transcriptional 

activity of HSF is purely speculative at this time, but it couid involve such factors as chromatin 

remodeling, changed kinetics of transcription, improved interaction(s) with the basai 

transcription factors, synergistic effects, and the modulation of the HSF activity by heat- 

stimulated signal transduction cascades Ieading to the phosphorylation of the HSF moIecuie. Al1 

of the listed factors have either k e n  shown or have been proposed to regulate HSF and hs gene 

transcription. 
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Chromatin remodeiing is a webdocumented regulator of gene transcription in general 

(Wu. 1997) and hs gene mscription in particular (Becker et aI., 199 1). HSF has been shown to 

interact with chromatin remodeling factors (Brown et al.. 1996; ShopIand et al., 1995) and in 

fact a gene coding for one such factor (SWVSNF-related protein) has been identified in this 

study to br down-regulated during hs. Conversely, heat has been shown to affect the chromatin 

structure (Love and Kenney, 1999; Sailer et ai., 1997). It has not yet been estriblishcd whether 

the effects on chromatin structure observed in any of these studies are HSF-dependent or 

independent. Together, this evidence suggests that the heat-induced changes in chromntin may 

be the reason for the observed trmscriptional differences between hs and HSF. 

It is aiso possible that HSF itself requires a temperature shift to intrinsically improve its 

function. Although HSF activation and the hs gene transcription can occur in the absence of hs, 

as evidenced by experirnents where hs response is induced with chernical inducers rather thm 

heat, the levels of induction of hsp mRNAs rire often not as high as observed for hs. It bas been 

therefore proposed that heat shock may bbe required for HSF in order to obtain a thermodynamic 

configuration enabling its fui1 transactivation propenies (Wu, 1995). Such a configuration stiift 

couid potentially improve the interactions between HSF and the basai trrinscription factors with 

which it interaccs, such as TBP. 

Another possibility is that the roie and activity of HSF are the same at 42°C and at 37°C 

but the activity of RNA poIyrnerase iI, or any of the other factors involved in transcription, is 

altered at the hs temperature such that the transcription is more efficient. The compiexity of the 

transcriptional cornplex certainIy aiIows for such heat modulation to occur in theory; however, it 

has not been yet demonstrated experimentaily. 

Finaily, as described earlier, it is likely that there are seved  sepmte pathways, which 

lead to activation of HSF and the hs respoiise (see Chaprer 1, sections C and E). On the one 
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hand HSF has been shown to sense heat directly (Larson et al., 1995; Zhong et al., 1998) and on 

the other there is evidence that factors such as phosphorylation and interactions with hsps play a 

role in the process (Xia and Voellmy, 1997; Zou et ai., 1998). It is tempting to consider the 

possibility that heat activates HSF synergistically by acting on HSF both directly and indirectly 

through these other mechanisms. if this were so, then activating HSF in the absence of a heat 

stimulus would naturaily cause a less pronounced activation of hs gene transcription since the 

indirect aspect of HSF activation would be absent. For instance, the expression of AHSF in the 

absence of heat stress most likely does not cause an accumulation of denatured or rnisfolded 

proteins nor an activation of signding cascades that have been suggested to modulate the hs 

response (Chu et al., 1996; Chu et al.. 1998). If these factors do regdate HSF activity then their 

absence may account for the differences in transcriptionai patterns produced by hs and HSF. 

Unfonunately, the may-based maiysis presented in this study does not dlow to 

discriminate between any of the mechanisms proposed above and therefore funher studies will 

need to be conducted to uncover these mechanisms. 



CHAPTER 3 

General Discussion 
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A. Sources of Variation Observed in Microarray Analysis of Heat Shock 

Statistical rnethods for rnicroarray data analysis are a growing reseuch field. The early 

studies reported in the literature used a simple ratio-based discrimination scheme to identify 

differentidly expressed transcripts (Schena et al., 1995; Schena et al., 1996). h these studies, 

oniy spots showing more than two-fold change were selected. In the years since, such a simple 

approach has been shown to be insufficient and many methods have been proposed as more 

objective and statisticdly rneaningful (Kerr and Churchill. 2001). However, no one method or 

set of methods is as yet universally accepted and the standardization of the analysis protocols is 

only beginning (Baldi and Long, 2001). 

Ln this study, two measures of change in transcnpt levels were used: average ntio and 

average difference, and no assurnptions were made about which values should be treüted as the 

cut-off values. Among the fifteen differentially regulated genes obsewed on I.7K mays, only 

eight had average ratios higher than two-fold and would be identified if the rwo-fold ratio were 

used as a criterion. However, the remaining seven transcripts showed consistently higher (or 

lower in case of the down-regulated genes) amount of hybridization signai in the hs samples. In 

case of polypyrimidine tract binding protein and rnicrosomal stress70 ATPase genes, these 

differences in the signai intensity were comparable to those obsewed for Hsp6O even though 

their ratios were low (4.5) .  The consistency of the observed differences rnakes it likely that 

they represent reai differences in the amounts of transcripts present in the samples. In fact, the 

consistency of change rather then the numencal ntio seems to be the better criterion on wbch to 

base the identification of a transcript as differentially expressed. This is illustrated by the fact 

that only two transcripts - Hsp4O and HspJ7 - were up-regdated more chan two-fold in every 

hybridization. AU other transcripts showed ratios less than two in at Ieast two hybridizations. 
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The ratio values for the most up-regulated transcript, Hsp40, varied from 11.3-fold to 36.6-fold; 

those for the les t  induced one, PTB, varied from 1. l-fold to 2.3-fold. 

Some of this variation results from the actual differences in transcript levels among the 

RNA samples that are due to biological variation in the ce11 cultures (see Figure 14 in the 

Appendix). However, at least three artificial sources also contribute to the variation: the labeling 

efficiency, the scanning conditions and the normalization skew, al1 of which affect the strength 

of hybridization signai used to caiculate the average ratio and average difference values for each 

spot on the microarray. 

A bias in efficiency of incorporation of the Cy3 and CyS modified nucleotides can result 

in one of the labeled srimples being brighter than the other even if the RNA amounts used were 

the same. This means that the same number of a certain transcript may give stronger signal in 

sample labeled with one fluor than in the sarnple labeled with the other fluor. To reduce this 

variation, samples were aiways labeled twice, with each fluor being incorporated into the 

control sample once and into the treated sarnple once. This assures that if a transcript is seen as 

up-regulated because of berter labeling in one hybridization. it  wiIl be reported as down- 

regulated in the other one, leaving the average ntio value near one. However, this also means 

that the real up-regulation of hs transcripts will be exaggerated in hdf the samples and 

suppressed in the other half, tesuking in largely variant ratio values. 

Increasing laser power increases the excitation energy and resuIts in more intense signal 

ernitted by the fluors in the spots. Scanning at higher laser power allows for detection of spots 

near the low end of the intensity spectrum, but it can also result in saturation of the intensely 

bright spots. Due to seved  factors, the images from different rnicroarrays are rarely uniform 

with respect to the relative brightness of the image. which mems that the same spot with an 

identical amount of fluorescent signal will likely appear to have different absolute intensities on 
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two different m y s .  For this reason the absolute amount of hybridization signal for each spot is 

not compared between microarrays. [nstead, the ratio of the two fluorescent signds on a single 

may (or the difference between thern) is the vdue compared between multiple m y s .  

Moreover, because the intensity scales are likely different between the microarrays, the ratio and 

the difference values will not match precisdy, whereas the direction of change (i.e. increase or 

decrease) will be preserved. This fucther adds to the variance of the observed vülues. 

The normdization procedure is used to equalize the signds coming from the Cy3 and 

Cy5 channels on one micromay. This is done to correct for the incorporation b i s  and the 

different intensity scales of the two fluors that are observed in the hybridization on a single 

array. In perforrning global normdizarion, the intensity of hybridization signal h m  al1 spots is 

added and the sum is cumpared between the Cy3 and the Cy5 images. The ratio of the two sums 

is used as correction factor to scale dl spot intensiry values in one of the images so that the new 

surns match. This procedure scales the vdues from one image to match those from the other 

image, allowing for a meaningfui cornparison of the two. Two assumptions are made for this 

mathematicai operation. The first is chat the signal being summed up is derived solely from the 

hybridized sample. This is not m e  when the background signal is significantly highcr for one of 

the fluors, which results in many of the weakly expressed transcripts being reported as up- or 

down-regulated. h this study this problem was resolved by discarding any spots in which the 

actuai difference of signai intensities was Less than twice the background signal. 

The second. more basic assumption is that most uanscripts rernain unchanged and that 

the total amount of fluorescence signai dws not change significantly betweeii the two samples. 

This assumption is violated when the matment causes n major change in globai transcription 

such that the total amount of transcribed mRNA is significantly decreased or increased. 

Although evidence exists that glabaI repression of transcription occurs during hs in Drosuphiia 
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(Ashburner and Bonner, 1979), in mammalian cells this effect has been shown only for specific 

genes (Cahill et al.. 1996) and not as ri gened effect. Thus, the total amount of signal should not 

decrease during hs, but does it significandy incrertse? A rough estimate of the net change in the 

total amount of fluorescence in the up-regulated spots is that it represents between 0.5% and 2% 

of the signal observed on a rnicroarrriy. If this change represents a real increae in mRNA 1eveIs 

then the hs sample would be naturalIy brighter by OS-?%, al1 other factors k ing  equd. 

Normalizing the data would erase that difference and artificialIy suppress the up-regulation by 

that rnuch. On the other hmd, prior to normalization the Cy3 and Cy5 images may differ in total 

fluorescence signal by as much as 50%. Not ripplying normalization in those cases would result 

in the identification of many false positives, if the brighter image represents hs sample. or many 

faix negatives, if the brighter image represents the contro1 sample. For this reason, the 

normdization procedure was employed, even though it may contribute to the variation of ratio 

and difference. 

B. Classifcation of the Novel hs Genes 

in view of the discovery of novel hs genes in this study. it is interesting to consider 

where these genes fit into the established classification of the hs gene families. As described 

eadier, hsps discovered in the eariy years al1 share certain characteristics: they are conserved 

across species, they are acidic and their functions inchde chaperone activicy as welI as 

imparting increased tolerance to further stress upon the ceIls expressing them (Burdon. 1986; 

Nover, 1991). However, as new hsps were identified it becarne apparent thac not al1 of these 

attributes are me for di hsps. For instance, hsp47 is considered to be collagen-specific 

chaperune but it has been identified only in rnammals and its expression does not increase cell 

therrnotoIerance (Hinta et ai., 1999; Hirayoshi et al., 1991). On the other hand, heme 
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oxygenase-1 (hsp32) is a microsornai enzyme, which cleaves the heme molecule to biliverdin, 

iron, and carbon monoxide, and as such it is not considered a chaperone (Ewing et al., 1992). 

Thus the criteria listed above are no longer useful for defining the hsps. instead, it is more useful 

to examine the potential roles these proteins rnay have in the hs response. 

A full functional anaiysis of the roles played in the hs response by ail the genes 

identified in this study will have to wait until they are better characterized and their normal ce11 

functions are better understood. Most of the novel hs genes identified here are known only by 

their sequence, with no functions as yet assigned to them. Nevenheless. severai identified genes 

are welI-chmcterized. The Cl100 gene is the only one that was previously shown to be heat- 

inducible (Keyse and Emslie, 1992). Cl100 encodes a duai specificity (tyrosinelthreonine) 

phosphatase, which is a known repressor of MM kinases (Alessi et al.. 1993). Since MAP 

kinase signaiing pathways were previously suggested to modulate HSF activity through 

phosphorylation (Chu et al., 1996) it is possible that induction of the Cl100 gene Ioms a part of 

a feedback loop regulating the phosphorylation state of HSF. if the cil00 protein is indeed 

shown to indirectly (or directly) regulate HSF activity, it will join hsp70, hsp90, hsp40 and 

hsc70 as the hs gene products proposed to regulate the hs response. 

The Clkl gene encodes another signaling protein, a recently characterized dual 

specificity kinase (Johnson and Smith, 1991; Menegay et ai., 2000). Sirnilar to ~1100, clkl has 

been shown to modulate the MAP kinase cascade (Myers et ai., 1994), which suggests that the 

roles of cl 100 and clkl in hs response may be complimentary. The fint step in testing this would 

be to determine whether cl100 and clkl act on similar substrates or on each other. 

A third protein involved in signaling identified in this study is phosphatidylinositol-4- 

phosphate 5-kinase type 1 beta (PPSKLB), a product of the STM7 gene. This novel P P 5 K  

kinase type was fust identified ris a gene implicated in the Friedreich's ataxia (Carvajal et al., 
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19961, however, little is known about this particular gene. In general, phosphatidylinositol-4- 

phosphate 5-kinases (PPSK) synthesize phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosptiate, a h y  precursor 

in phosphoinositide signaling that regulates several proteins and cellular processes (Loijens and 

Anderson, 1996). Phosphoinositide signâling has becn irnplicated in the fluid shear stress- 

induced signal transduction events (Berk et ai., 1995), which suggests it may be involved in 

similar events occurring in other stress responses. 

The Nai/myo-inositol CO-transporter is a product of SLC5A3 gene, which is known to be 

inducible by osmotic stress (Mallee et al., 1997). Hyper- and hypo-osmotic stresses have often 

been connected to the hs response (Beck et al.. 2000). For example. i t is ri well-documented fac t 

that HSF trimerizes and binds to DNA in response to either of the osmotic stresses (Alfieri et ai., 

1996; Cmccio et al., 1997; Huang et ai., 1995). However, the osmotic stress response is not 

equivalent to the hs response as shown by the fact that it ieads to induction of hs gene 

transcription in some cases (Kojima et al., 1996; Petronini et al., 1993; Petronini et al.. 1993) but 

not in ochers (Alfieri et al., 1996; Cmccio et ai., 1997; Huang et al.. 1995). Among the genes 

induced by botn heat and osmotic stresses are Hsp70 (Petronini et aI., 1993; Petronini et al., 

1993), Hsp25 (Muller et al., 1998) and HspllO (Kojima et d., 1996). The SLC5113 gene should 

now be added to this list as it is induced by both heat and osrnotic stress. The role of the 

Na'jmyo-inositol CO-transporter in hyper- or hypatonic celIs is to restore the pre-stress osmotic 

state by transporting myo-inositol using the natural Na' ,sradjent across the membrane (Strange 

et al., 1994). The transcriptional induction of the SLC5A3 gene may indicate that hs resuits in 

perturbation of ceIl osmotic homeostasis or it may be a resulr of the convergence of the 

reguiation of hs and osmotic stress genes. 

The four exampIes discussed above suggest t h  at lest some of the genes identified in 

this study may play a role in cellular signahg invoived in regulation of the hs response. Others 
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may be shown to code for novel chaperones, most k e l y  specific for a particular process or 

protein complex as is the case for hsp47. Up-regulation of the remaining genes may serve 

specific cytoprotective functions and adaptation to particular stress conditions as in the case of 

sodium / myo-inositol CO-transporter. 

C. Future Directions 

Follow-up Microarray Experiments 

The analysis of the may hybridization experiments h a  reveaied the need for several 

additional experiments in order to supplement and clarify the findings presented in this thesis. 

For instance, the ünalysis of the variation between replica RNA sarnpIes (refer to Secrion A )  

illustrates the need for additiond hybridization experiments in which the 90 min hs samples are 

analyzed on 19K microarrays. Only four such hybridizations were performed using two replica 

samples. Analysis of the results from 1.7K arrays indicates that a total of ten hybridizations and 

five replica samples would be preferable. 

Another supplementary experirnent involves the cornparison of the hs-induced and HSF- 

induced transcriptionai patterns using the 19K rnicroarrays. Tt would be particularly interesting 

to detemine how rnany of the novel hs uanscripts show the up-regulation in the AHSF- 

expressing celis and whether there are more genes like HTF4, which show up-regulation due to 

AHSF but not due to hs. 

A third set of experiments would involve a rnicroarray analysis of the transcriptiond 

changes, which occur when AHSF-expressing cells are subjected to hs. This shouId help to 

determine if the expression of AHSF affects the cells' ability to fully activate the hs response. if 

the resulting pattern of transcriptional changes resembles closely the hs pattern this would argue 
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chat there is no attenuating effect of the chronic MSF-induced hsp expression and therefore the 

different patterns obsewed between the hs and AHSF samples are not a result of such an effect. 

ConJirmatiun of the Results al the Transiàtion LRvel 

This study addressed the changes that occur ai the levei of transcription in heat-treated 

cells. AIthough the o b s e ~ e d  transcriptional changes are interesting in and of themselves from 

the point of view of uaoscripiionai regulation. they affect the cellular response to stress only if 

they are reflected in an increase in the respective protein products. Therefore, the logicd next 

step is to confirm the hs-induced change in protein levels for each of the differentially expressed 

genes. This will not be an easy undertaking since rnany of these genes do not correspond to my 

currently known protein products but such contirmation is possible for the well characterized 

proteins such as the four listed in the previous section (~1100. clkl. PiP5KIB and Na'lmyo- 

inositol CO-uasporter), for which antibodies have been made by other resexchers. 

Heat Sliock in Other Cell Types 

The first aim of this study was to characterize the transcriptiona1 changes observed 

during hs in the leukemic T-lymphocyte ce11 iine. The reasons ri T ce11 iine was used in this 

study rue outlined in Chapter 1, Section F; however, the txperiments presented here will need to 

repeated in other ce11 lines, including other T ce11 lines in pmicular. in order to iissess how 

specific the results are to che PEER ce11 Iine. The reasons for this are twofold. First, the hs 

transcriptional response is known to Vary between different tissues and ceII types and therefore 

cornparisons with other cell types shouId help to identify which of the hs-induced changes 

observed in this study rue T ceIl specific. Second, it is possible that some of the changes are 

PEERcell specific since many tumor-derived celi Iines have been shown to display dtered 

expression patterns and regulation of specific genes. 
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Effects of Other Inducers of the HS Response 

The second aim of rhis thesis was to determine whether active HSF was solely 

responsible for the transcriptional changes occurring during hs. Having a reproducible pattern of 

hs-induced transcriptional changes made it possible to address this question because the hs- 

induced pattern could be compared to the MSF-induced one. The same approach c m  be used to 

compare the effects of other inducers of the hs response with those produced by hem Such a 

study wiil help to determine whether different forms of stress activate the same set(s) of genes. 

Previous studies in yeast indicate that the patterns of transcriptional changes are different for 

different types of stress (Causron et al.. 2001). The patterns described in this thesis diow for 

similar cornparisons to be now made in the human cells. Specific inducers that could be tested 

inchde hydrogen peroxide (oxidative stress), rtzetidine (an amino acid analog) and acidic media 

(low pH). 

Other Studies 

The second piut of this study ha shown there exists a detectable difference between the 

transcriptional response of cells caused by a temperature shift and by expression of a 

constitutively active HSF. The potentiril reasons why the difference is observed were discussed 

earlier (sec Cliapter II, Discussion). Further smdies will be necessary to elucidate the actual 

mechanisms that Iead to the different patterns of transcription. For example, it would be 

interesthg to mdyze the promoters of the genes identified in this study and determine whether 

the transcriptionai differences correlate with presence or absence of pmicular regulatory 

elements in their promoters. With the cornpletion of the Human Genome Pmject, most of the 

genes identified in this study can be Iocalized to particular chmrnosomal locations (and ORFs) 

and therefore the upstream regulatory regions c m  be now be identified and compared to known 

hs gene promoters. Such a comparative study may reved whether the differences in the 
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transcription patterns induced by hs and by HSF correlate with any differences in the 

promoterknhancer elements of the differentially expressed genes. 
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Supplementaty Thesis Materials 

The experirnent depicted in Figure 13 was performed in collaboration with Dr. Brad 

Brinton (Ailelix Biopharmaceuticais, Inc., Mississauga, ON) and therefore was not included 

within the body of the thesis. The results depicted in the figure have not been published. The 

experirnent c o n f m  induction of Hsp70 transcript in the PErtTA-AHSF cells treated wich 

doxycycline (refer to CItapter 2, Section 0. 

The scatter plots in Figure 14 illustrate the variation observed in the micromay data. 

These diagranis are referred to in Chaprer 2, Section E and Chopter 3, Section A. 

The information in Table 2 concems the clones obtained from Genome Systems inc. 

These clones were selected based on filter array analyses and are refened to in Chpter  2, 

Sections C, D and F. 



Figure 13. Northem blot hybridization analysis confirms equal HspRl i 0 A  up-regulation due 
to hs and the expression of HSFA203-3 16 protein. 

Northem hybridization andysis wu used to show that 48 h of doxycycline-induced expression 
of the HSFA203-3 16 protein resuIts in increased Hsp70 mRNA 1eveIs comparable to those seen 
&er 90 min hs in PErTAcelIs. (This image is courtesy of Brad Brinton. AlIelix Phamaceuticals 
tnc, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) 
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Figure 14. Scatter plot representation of variation inherent in microarny data. 

Each point represents the signal intensity of a single spot on a microarray. Spot location is 
dictated by the intensity values of the Cy3 and CyS signal. The line represents the potential 
positions of spots with signal ratio of one (unchanged). 

A) A control RNA sample fiom untreated PErtTA cells is compared on 1.7K microarrays with 
an RNAsarnple fiom PErtTAgrown in a presence of 1 pg/rnl doxycycline. No genes are si-gnificatly 
up- or dom-regulated indicating that doxycycline does not induce any transcriptional changes. 
This scatter plot illustrates the typical amount of variation observed in a hybridization experi- 
ment. 
0)  Control and hs samples were compared on 1.7K rnicroarrays. The 'c-ais represents the sig- 
nal intensity in the control sample (37°C) and the y-mis represents the signal intensity in the hs 
sampIe (42°C 90 min). Three sets of spots representing up-regulated hs genes are pointed out. 



Cy3 fluorescence - PErtTA untreated 



Table 2. Sumrnary of the information about the cDNA clones obtained from Genome Systems. 
The clone location refers to the assigned location CDS as described in the GDAl.3 manual. Filter 
array colurnn lists which of the three t'ilters the clone was located on. The next nvo columns 
describe whether plasrnid isolation and insert amplification were successfil for the each of the 
clones received. We sequenced each of the plasmids and the f i f i  colurnn lists the closest BLASTn 
match to each sequence as of May 2001. The last column specifies whether the hs-induced up- 
regulation of each clone was confirrned using reveres dot blot hybridizations. 



Clone / Filter 1 Plasmid 1 PCR Product 1 BlAST 1 Location 1 




